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 INTRODUCTION to ITCCK 

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ITCCK) is a non-profit organization established in 
May 2008 with the aim of strengthening, promoting and supporting cooperation between Italy and 
Republic of Korea.
From the beginning, ITCCK has proved to be a reliable link between the two countries and an 
essential point of reference for all those aiming to establish ties with one another.
The enthusiasm and energy, which have always driven the activities of ITCCK, have made it 
possible to obtain impressive results in a few short years for its members. 

The ITCCK also has enabled a wide range of companies and business entities to become directly 
involved in spearheading new initiatives for bilateral investment and trade
The presence of ITCCK in Republic of Korea has proved to be expanded particularly after signing 
the EU-South Korea Free Trade Agreement in October 2010.
Analyzing the latest market trends, introducing to appropriate government entity or business 
partner for collaboration, and serving the interests of both Italian and Korean partners are, but not 
limited to, the goals that drives ITCCK.
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H.E. FEDERICO FAILLA
for the ITCCK Membership Directory

MESSAGE FROM THE 
AMBASSADOR OF ITALY 

The Italian Government, as co-organizer of the COP26 , is highly committed to reduce pollution and to 
a coal-free society, fully aware that the actual economic system can no longer be sustainable. In this 
regard, we are willing to cooperate as much as possible with our Korean partners, both institutional and 
private, to facilitate investments in green and renewable energies, in order to phase out from the present 
coal-powered economy. It is an obligation that we all have towards our children, who will bear the most 
the climate change. 

Regardless the pandemic, 2020 has been a positive year for our bilateral trade: figures from the Korean 
official sources show an overall bilateral exchange that has increased by 3% compared to 2019. But 
we are also aware that many business sectors suffered a lot during 2020 and will need funds and 
help to recover completely. Let’s not miss this opportunity to create an economic system that is more 
environment-centered, taking advantages of our extraordinary technologies and scientific discoveries. 
Together with our Korean partners and with the precious help of the Italian Chamber of Commerce, we 
can all contribute to a global change and to a better world for all, after the hard times of the pandemic.

THE AMBASSADOR OF ITALY
Federico Failla

The year 2020 has been marked by an unprecedented emergency, the COVID19 pandemic, that is still 
affecting the lives and the economies of most countries in the world, including the Republic of Korea and 
Italy.

In this fight that see all the countries in the world united to end the contagion and re-start the economic 
system, we are finally seeing a possible way out thanks to the vaccination campaign which is well 
ongoing around the world. Also the Republic of Korea has recently started the vaccination process, which 
should allow to reach herd immunity before the end of this year.

The present circumstances remain uncertain but our companies see the light at the end of the tunnel. 
The strong measures taken by the Italian Government and by the European Union are in fact paving the 
way of an economic recovery that we all hope will be based on greener and environmentally friendly 
technologies, more balanced and targeted to fight the climate change. Such determination is reflected in 
the priorities of the Italian Presidency of G20: people, planet, prosperity.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE SECRETARY GENERAL

Mr. Jacopo Giuman
for the ITCCK Membership Directory 

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Mr. Francesco Fussi
for the ITCCK Membership Directory

It is an honor and privilege for me to cover the role of President of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea 
(ITCCK), an institution founded in 2008 that has seen over the years a succession of smart and passionate 
professionals and the number of its associate Members always increasing.

2020 was undoubtedly one of the most unexpected and complex years for each of us to face, individuals, 
businesses and institutions, and ITCCK was no exception.
Amongst the impossibility of organizing face-to-face meetings and the reduction of spending budgets, an 
internal reorganization and the remodeling of many activities became necessary; however, today we can 
proudly say that also through 2020 ITTCK succeeded in honoring its mission in an economically sustainable 
way. Among the various activities undertaken, I would like to mention the various Webinars aimed at 
companies in different business areas (Architecture, Industry 4.0, Viticulture ...), the "Italian Hospitality" Quality 
Certifications, the virtual Master Cooking Classes, in addition to the numerous B-t-B services.

For this "success" I wish to thank all our Collaborators, our associate Members, all he Companies that co-
operated with us and the Chamber and Government Institutions - with a special and heartfelt thanks to the 
Italian Embassy in Korea - who always offered a continuing support.

During 2020 our Board of Directors was enriched with new Members who embraced the cause of ITCCK 
enthusiastically. ITCCK can now offer an expert opinion and a significant network of relationships in 
various areas of strategic interest, including Food & Beverage, Fashion & Luxury, Industry & Innovation, 
Entertainment and Communication.

With a look to 2021, in addition to strengthening our traditional activities in the areas of consultancy to 
Enterprises, B-t-B meetings and in the organization of Events, it is our intention to further develop our 
recruiting platform "The Italian Job" and broaden the base of Services and Benefits for our Members, with the 
hope of welcoming an increasing number of them.

In conclusion, we hope that 2021 will be a year of gradual return to normality and economic recovery for 
everyone, where ITTCK will be determined more than ever to play the role of facilitator and accelerator, 
providing energy and skills to promote mutual knowledge and the development of trade relations between 
Italy and Korea, thus contributing to making these two extraordinary countries ever closer.

ITCCK: ITALY and KOREA closer than ever.

 ITCCK PRESIDENT
Francesco Fussi

Dear ITCCK Members,

As I approach my third year as the Secretary General of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea, I 
want to renew my gratitude towards our members in these unprecedented times.

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed a challenge to both the Italian and Korean business environment, 
accelerating digitalization, and bringing disruptive change in our market. 2020 was a trying year, in which 
our staff was faced with the hardships of testing a new, blended way to conduct our events in a socially 
distanced manner. Given the restrictions and the exceptional circumstances we found ourselves in, I feel 
proud of the achievements the Chamber accomplished in 2020.

Inheriting the legacy of the past year, the ITCCK renewed its commitment to deliver events within 
the broader framework of the “True Italian Taste” project. We are particularly proud of the Italian Food 
Festival, which saw the outstanding collaboration of more than fifteen local restaurants. In 2020 we also 
oversaw the fifth edition of the World Week of Italian Cuisine , which culminated in the Ospitalità Italiana 
ceremony and in the Business Dinner hosted in November.

Despite the hopeful signs of economic recovery, 2021 will still largely be a year of transition out of the 
pandemic. I am however very hopeful that the vaccination campaign and the enthusiasm of our staff 
and the Board of Directors will allow the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea to soon return to our pre-
pandemic levels of activity. I also want to commend our associates for the resilience demonstrated during 
this year and I welcome new opportunities for mutual exchange and collaboration.

SECRETARY GENERAL
Jacopo Giuman
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 ITCCK ORGANIZATION 

 ITCCK 

 team 

 HONORARY 
 MEMBERS

Mr. Vincenzo CALI' 
Director

Italian Trade Agency

Mr. Roberto RIZZO 
Vice Head of the Italian Mission

and Commercial Counselor
Embassy of Italy in Seoul

TREASURER

Mr. Andrea GIULIANI
Controller

Luxottica Korea
Mr. Alberto MONDI

 HONORARY 
 PRESIDENT 

H.E. Federico FAILLA
Honorary President

Ambassador of Italy in Seoul

Mr. Jacopo GIUMAN
Secretary General

Ms. Michelle LEE
Coordinator

Ms. Alice ERVAZ
Intern

Mr. Ho Cheol Andrea JUNG
Intern

Ms. Ji Won KIM
Intern

PRESIDENT 

Mr. Francesco FUSSI
President 

Marposs Korea

Mr. Tainam JUNG
Global COO

BAUM Architects Ltd.

ADVISOR

Mr. Alessio FERRARESSO
President

Luxottica Korea 

Mr. Andrea BALANZONI
Co-Representative

Lotte Versalis Elastomers

Mr. Massimo D'AMBROSIO
General Manager

Ferrero Korea & Japan

DIRECTORS

VICE 
PRESIDENT 

Mr. Stefano PIANTONI
Managing Director

IDS Korea
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 ITCCK FOOD & BEVERAGE COMMITTEE 

The Food & Beverage Committee (F&B) was 
established with the aim of gathering the 
importers of Italian food, coffee and wine, 
the Italian restaurants in Korea and the firms 
or institutions involved in education and 
promotion of the Italian dining and cuisine.
The committee focuses its activities on the 
cooperation of all its members in order to 
enhance their collective interest, through 
regular meetings, sharing of experiences and 
organization of joint events and promotional 
activities.Mr. Sebastiano 

GIANGREGORIO
ITCCK F&B Committee President

10 CORSOCOMO
Italian Restaurant & Cafe

ADM SRL
Mozzarella Concept

APICIUS KOREA
Italian Culinary Arts School / 
Italian Restaurant

ARNEG KOREA
Commercial Refrigeration

BOTTLING
Wholesale Alcoholic Beverages

CHEF'S FOOD
Import & distrubution European 
food & ingredients

CJ FOOD VILLE
Food & Beverage

CONME & 
OSTERIA SECONDI
Italian Restaurant

CONRAD SEOUL / ATRIO
Hospitality

CORIDEL
Food & Beverage / Fashion / 
Entertainment / Consultancy

CREATIVE LAB
Home Furnishing / Home 
Decoration / Imported Food

CUROHOLDINGS
Illy Coffee Distribution / 
Retail / Cafe

DE’LONGHI KOREA
Home Appliance

FERRERO ASIA 
LIMITED KOREA BRANCH
Confectionary Wholesale

GAUSCENTO
Wholeasale / Retail /Distribution
Italian processed food

HANMI HEALTHCARE
Whole soymilk manufacturer / 
Import & distribution F&B

HYUNDAI GREEN FOOD
Eataly / Food service / 
Restaurants / Distribution /
Wholesale / Retail

IL MURETTO
Italian Restaurant

INTERLIQUOR
Food & Beverage

JUNHAN FNC CORP.
Lavazza coffee import /
Sales / Distribution

KITCHEN 485
Italian Restaurant

L'OMINO
Italian Restaurant

LOTTE HOTEL
Hotel

NICE COFFEE SYSTEM 
(LOISON)
Wholesale / Retail trade

O' MANGIA
Italian Restaurant

OSTERIA MOON
Italian Restaurant

OSTERIA MOON
GWANGJU
Italian Restaurant

PAOLODEMARIA
Food & Beverage

PARIS CROISSANT
Manufacture dry bakery products

PERONI KOREA
Beer Company

PLIN
Italian Restaurant

RISTORANTE EO
Italian Restaurant

SALON DE JOO
Italian Restaurant

SALOTTO SANGSU
Italian Restaurant

SKY LOUNGE
Italian Restaurant & Hospitality

THE PLACE
Food & Beverage /
Italian Restaurant

TRANS BEVERAGES
Distribution International Liquors

TRATTORIA CENA
Italian Restaurant

YOUNG IN CORPORATION
Trading / Distribution / Wholesale

CHEF’S
F O O D
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 ITCCK ACTIVITIES ITCCK  True Italian Taste Masterclass
July, 11th 2020 - Seoul
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ITCCK  The Authentic Italian Table
September, 26th 2020 - Seoul
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ITCCK Ospitalita' Italiana Award Ceremony
November, 24th 2020 - Seoul
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ITCCK  Italian Food Festival 2020
November 18th ~ December 31st 2020 - Seoul
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ITCCK Business Dinner 2020
November, 27th 2020 - Seoul
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Why joining ITCCK?
The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea promotes business environment where Italian/Korean 
companies can network and grow. Joining membership at ITCCK will offer you the opportunity to 
diversify your business network, as well as innovative business solutions.

Expand your business network by participating in events in various 
formats such as b2b meetings, seminars and business luncheon on 
diverse themes organized by ITCCK, where you can meet people with 
diverse backgrounds, working in different areas. These activities aim to 
provide valuable professional contacts to our members interested in 
expanding their business networks in Korea and Italy.

Benefit from experts of Italian and Korean markets, which accompany 
you in your development of business in Korea and Italy. ITCCK 
brings together individual entrepreneurs, as well as businesses to 
advance the interests of its members through contact and interaction 
with government agencies, trade associations and international 
organizations both in Korea and Italy. 

ITCCK offers a selection of initial contact with potential business 
partners (each contact includes business address, telephone number 
and executive name/title.), organization of trade show participation, 
assistance in setting up a company/office in Italy, organization of 
commercial delegations and trade missions. ITCCK also organizes 
international missions of inviting Korean importers to Italy for various 
sectors like food, wine, fashion and furnishings to give an opportunity 
to develop business relationship and improve performance.

 BECOME A MEMBER OF ITCCK in 2021! 

NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITIES

MEMBERSHIP
TIERS

Opportunity to advertise events and publish company news 
on ITCCK website on the “MEMBERS’ NEWS” section

Being part of the ITCCK community, hence benefiting from 
all direct connections of the ITCCK, and obviously being 
included in the Members Directory

Monthly press clipping with an overview of Italian and South 
Korean economic trends

Discount of 10% applied to the services provided by the 
ITCCK

Discount of 10% applied on the entrance fee for ITCCK’s 
Aperitivo Italiano

Exclusive access to ITCCK’s events (business meetings, 
round-tables, conferences, masterclasses, seminars)

All rewards from previous tiers

1 year advertisement on ITCCK’s website including logo and 
direct link to your company’s website (silver member section)

All rewards from previous tiers

1 year advertisement on ITCCK’s website including logo and 
direct link to your company’s website (gold member section)
Inclusion of your logo in the gold member section of the 
monthly ITCCK newsletter (reach: over 2.500 contacts)

Opportunity to advertise your products/services and 
promote your initiatives directly through ITCCK’s database 
(reach: over 2.500 contacts)

MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS

1

2

3

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE 

PROVIDER

SPECIALIZED 
MARKETING 

SERVICES

*(conversion to other currencies will be made 
according to the current exchange rates)

 Increase the visibility and recognition of your company...  ...by being listed in the annual membership directory! 

ANNUAL 
FEE

SILVER

GOLD

700,000 krw*

1,300,000 krw*

350,000 krw*

STANDARD
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Italian Republic
Italy is subdivided into
20 regions, 96 provinces
and 8,100 municipalities

Capital: Rome
Government: Parliamentary 
Constitutional Republic
Population: 59,6 million (2020) 

GDP (PPP) 
Total: $2,60 TRILLION (2020) 
Per Capita: $43,140 (2020)

GDP (nominal)
Total: $2,11 TRILLION (2020) 
Per Capita: $35,060 (2020) 
Currency: EURO

Data Source: IMF, ISTAT

ITALY
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General Information The Italian coast is incredible, displaying 
stunning landscape of rare beauty, 

among the world’s most famous wonders.

The Italian Peninsula covers a surface of over 301,323 km2.

Located in the southern part of Europe, Italy enjoys its strategic position connecting 
Asia and Africa. Italy, affectionately known by many as “Bel Paese”, is characterized 
by a variety of outstanding geographical landmarks. It is partly covered by 
mountains (the Appennini chain which encompasses a very large area and the 
1,200 km-long Italian Alps, with many summits over 4,000 meters high). 

Italy is also known for the large Padan plain, for its lakes (especially Garda, 
Maggiore, Como, Trasimeno and Bolsena) and for the considerable volcanic 
presence: Etna (the highest volcano in Europe), Vulcano, Vesuvius and Stromboli.
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 Invest in Italy  Italian National Holidays      2021 

Historically speaking,
Italy has not only played a determining role in 
the development of the Mediterranean region 
but in the XV-XVI century also founded a whole 
new way in which the Europe perceives the 
world and itself, giving birth to an essential 
cultural  movement famously known as 
“Rinascimento” or Renaissance.

During that period, Italy and Europe opened 
themselves to the “new world” with the 
discovery of America. In doing so, they boosted 
their economies thanks to the intensification of 
international commerce and trade. Moreover, 
Italy has historically played the role of “bridge” 
between the East and the West, becoming the 
first western country to establish commercial 
relations with China and other eastern 
countries. Italian international trade sector has 
developed throughout the centuries, thereby 
building solid basis in international commerce 
and allowing the country to become an elite 
competitor with first-class products.

Today Italy is also renowned all over the world 
for its brands, frequently ranking first in all 
the productive sectors. In terms of commerce, 
the main sectors of Italian economy are light 
manufacturing, transportations and, on the 
whole, services.

The Italian economy is based on a considerable 
number of small and medium enterprises, which 
guarantee the highest quality implied by the 
“Made in Italy” concept.

01 January - Fri
New Year's Day

4 April - Sun
Easter

25 April - Sun
Liberation Day

02 June - Wed 
Republic Day

01 November - Mon
All Saints' Day

25 December - Sat
Christmas Day

06 January - Wed
Epiphany

5 April - Mon
Easter Monday

01 May - Sat
Labor Day

15 August - Sun
Assumption Day

08 December - Wed
Immaculate Conception

26 December - Sun
St Stephen's Day

  34  
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Republic of Korea
8 provinces, 1 special self-
governing province, 6 
metropolitan cities, 1 special 
city and 1 metropolitan 
autonomous city. 

Capital: Seoul
Government: Presidential 
Republic
Population: 51,8 million (2020)

GDP (PPP) 
Total: $2,41 TRILLION (2020) 
Per Capita: $46, 530 (2020) 

GDP (nominal)
Total: $1,670 TRILLION (2020) 
Per Capita: $32,310 (2020) 

Currency: KRW

Data Source: IMF, KOSIS

KOREA
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General Information

The Republic of Korea has a territory of 99,269 km2. 

Located in Northeast Asia, in the southern part of the Korean peninsula, it is 
separated from North Korea since the end of the Korea War in 1953.

Mountains cover 70% of the country. Surrounded by the Yellow Sea on the west, 
by the East Sea to the east and by the South Sea to the south, its shores are 
approximately 2,413 km long.

Its main attraction is surely the volcanic island of Jeju-do, a touristic destination, 
famous for its exceptional beauty and for being the largest island among the over 
3,350 South Korean islands.
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 Invest in Republic of Korea  Korean National Holidays    2021 

The Republic of Korea
is a highly developed 
country with a high-income 
economy and a high Human 
Development Index (0.906), 
ranking 22nd in the world 
(2019). 

As a member of OECD since 
1957, the ROK has constantly 
recorded positive results in 
recent decades. South Korea 
is the fourth economic giant 
of Asia and the world’s 12th 
economic power with an 
annual GDP Growth Rate of 
2.0% (2019).

The primary exports of 
the country are wireless 
telecommunication equipment, 
semiconductors, computers, 
motor vehicles, petrochemicals 
and ships.

With more than 597 billion 
dollars of export, Republic 
of Korea is ranked 6th 
among world’s exporters 
and represents an excellent 
commercial partner for Italy 
(in 2018, the total commercial 
trade between the two 
countries reached about 11 
billion dollars). 

Thanks to the Free Trade 
Agreement with the European 
Union, the Korean market is 
an optimal growth opportunity 
for Italian entrepreneurs and 
exporters.

01 January - Fri
 New Year's Day 

01 March - Mon
 Independence Day

19 May - Wed
 Buddha's Birthday 

15 August - Sun 
Liberation Day

03 October - Sat
 National Foundation Day 

25 December - Sat
 Christmas Day

11 to 13 Feb - Thu to Sat
 Lunar New Year's Days 

05 May - Wed
 Children's Day

06 June - Sun
 Memorial Day 

20 to 22 Sep - Mon to Wed
 Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving) 

09 October - Sat
 Hangeul Proclamation Day 
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 Seoul Subway Map 
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 2021 Corporate Members Index 
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10 Corso Como Cafè (Samsung C&T)
a.testoni Korea Co., Ltd
ADM Srl - LATTERIA DEL CURATINO
American Chamber of Commerce in Korea (AMCHAM Korea)
APICIUS KOREA 
Arneg Korea 
Avv. Giorgio Modugno, Yoidomilan Law Firm
Barun Law LLC
BOTTLING CO., LTD.
Bvlgari Korea
CHEF'S FOOD CO., Ltd. 
CJ FOOD VILLE Corporation.[CJ 푸드빌] 
CONME & Osteria Secondi 
Conrad Seoul 
Coridel Group 
CREATIVE LAB LTD.
Curo Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Daegu-Gyeongbuk Free Economic Zone Authority
Danieli Korea
De’Longhi Korea Ltd.
Deloitte Anjin LLC
Dolce and Gabbana Korea Ltd.
Ermenegildo Zegna Korea
European Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ECCK)
Ferrero Asia Limited Korea Branch 
French Korean Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Gauscento Co., Ltd.
Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone Authority
Hana Bank (KEB Hana Bank) 
Hanmi Healthcare
Hannuri Tax & Accounting
Harmonie Co., Ltd 
HMP Law (AVV. EMILIANO NASTI) 
Hyundai Green Food (EATALY)
IdeaXplorer
IDS Korea Ltd.
Il Muretto
Insight Studio Legale
Interliquor Inc.
Intesa Sanpaolo
Italcinema
ITR Industries LTD 
Junhan FnC Corp.
Kim & Chang

Kitchen 485 Ltd.
Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KGCCI)
L'Omino
Leonardo
Lotte Hotel Co., Ltd.
LOTTE VERSALIS ELASTOMERS CO., LTD
Luxottica Korea
Mapei Korea Ltd.
Marposs Company Limited
Mazars Sebit Korea
Nice Coffee System Co., Ltd.
O MANGIA
Osteria Moon
OSTERIA MOON Gwangju
P&E Consulting, Inc.
Paolodemaria Co. Ltd.
Paris Croissant Co., Ltd.
PERONI KOREA
Pirelli Korea
Pinocchio e Da Vinci
Plin
Prima Power
Ristorante EO
SAES Getters Korea Corporation
Salon de Joo
Salotto Sangsu
Samil PriceWaterhouseCoopers
Savino Del Bene Korea
Schenker Korea Ltd.
SH Solution
Sky Lounge Italian restaurant & bar, InterContinental SEOUL COEX
Sogno Factory Inc
Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ESCCK)
Stellar Antics Entertainment and Media Group
Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Korea (SCCK)
The Place
Trans Beverages Co., Ltd.
Trattoria CENA
TRENTO CAMERA DI COMMERCIO
UniCredit Bank AG, Seoul Representative Office
Young In Corporation
Yulchon LLC
Yurim Holdings Inc.
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Members

GOLD
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 Activities  Activities 

 Contacts 

88-1, Baegyang-ro, Jung-gu, Ulsan, KOREA
T. +82-52-245-1498
    +82-10-4480-1498
E. info@apiciuskorea.co.kr
W. www.apiciuskorea.co.kr
Instagram. @apiciuskorea

Seowon JANG
President
E. seowonjang@apiciuskorea.co.kr
M. +82-10-2573-1498

Italian Culinary Arts School & Italian Restaurant

APICIUS KOREA

Italian Culinary Arts School
APICIUS KOREA is an Italian Culinary Arts School, established in July, 2018 in Ulsan, Korea. It is 
an official campus of APICIUS, Florence University of the Arts. APICIUS is the first WACS(World 
Association of Chefs Societies) certified institute in Italy and also the first school of hospitality. 
It is a renowned institute for well-structured curriculum and its education encompassing not 
only Italian tradition & culture but also contemporary interpretation of the past. APICIUS has 
attracted people all over the world for its international approach to hospitality and culinary 
arts.
APICIUS KOREA offers career programs, short and special programs dealing with culinary and 
pastry arts, wine, wellness and restaurant management. The curriculum of APICIUS KOREA 
consists accordingly of those of APICIUS, and the courses are instructed by the APICIUS 
faculty. Additionally, colleges and institutes have been actively cooperating with APICIUS 
KOREA through various programs. APICIUS KOREA is certified by WACS in April 2020 for 
its high-quality academic system. APICIUS KOREA will be a leading institute to provide the 
foundation for a career as world-class culinary experts and food professionals. 

Italian Restaurant
APICIUS KOREA runs its own Italian restaurant, GANZISSIMO, where Italian culinary culture is 
being introduced to the public and the students and faculty of APICIUS get involved through 
experiential learning. APICIUS KOREA RESTAURANT, GANZISSIMO has been awarded 
‘Ospitalita’ Italiana’, which is a certification awarded to Italian restaurants around the world 
that comply with the standards set by the Italian government. Every menu of GANZISSIMO 
has been consulted with Italian culinary professionals. GANZISSIMO prepares every dish 
mindfully with seasonal ingredients according to the authentic Italian recipes. People can also 
experience the menu of GANZISSIMO at home through the service of Meal Kit. 

A

Arneg Korea

Commercial refrigeration

A
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 Contacts 

Arneg Group, headquartered in Italy’s Venice area, is a worldwide leading company in the 
commercial refrigeration industry. Our company is a global player in the production and 
distribution of refrigerated system showcases and plug-in units, cold rooms, door systems, 
condensing units, coolers, chillers, shelve racks. Thanks to our wide range of products and a 
flexible production we are committed to achieve the highest customer satisfaction through 
a continuous strive to improve quality, design, eco-friendliness, safety and energy saving 
standards.

Arneg Korea has been established in 1999 as a joint venture between Arneg Italy and 
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd, Korea. After the ownership has completely passed into Italian 
hands in 2002, our company has been able to successfully combine the typical Korean 
lean manufacturing system and quality standards with Italian design and a global strength: 
now Arneg is directly present in 27 countries, with 21 production plants and 12 trade offices. 
Deep knowledge of the market needs and global experience is shared everyday between 
headquarter and the branches around the world through an advanced network system.

Arneg Korea, while retaining its leadership position in the domestic market by serving the 
major players and dealers and in the industry, is also continuously increasing its presence and 
success overseas in most Asian countries. 

HEADQUARTER AND PLANT ONE 
#1007, 49, Pyeongdongsandan 6beon-ro, 
Gwangsan-gu, Gwangju, 62453, KOREA
T. +82-62-940-0113(0107)

SEOUL OFFICE
8F, E&C Venture Dream Tower III, 38-21, 
Digital-ro 31-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, 08376, 
KOREA
W. www.arneg.co.kr

Yunmi LEE
General Manager
T. +39-328-155-3017
E. yunmilee@apiciuskorea.co.kr
M. +82-10-6647-3017

JI Myung RYU
CFO
T. +82-62-940-0116
E. jmru@arneg.co.kr

Sung Kyu LEE
President & CEO
T. +82-2-2102-3210
E. sklee@arneg.co.kr



Conrad Seoul defines a new world of luxury, sophistication and service in Korea. Admired 
for its globally inspired architecture and stunning views of the Han River and city skyline, 
Conrad Seoul appeals to a new generation of travelers for whom life, business and pleasure 
seamlessly intersect. Enjoy spacious guest rooms, innovative amenities, indulgent dining and 
distinctive Conrad service at our towering luxury hotel. Conveniently attached to Seoul’s 
subway system and an upmarket International lifestyle Mall with 9 CGV Theaters, Conrad 
Seoul is the closest luxury hotel to both International Airports. A landmark in more ways than 
one, this Seoul hotel offers stunning 434 super spacious guest rooms with stunning views and 
Apple® based in-room technology.

CONRAD SEOUL Grand King Executive Corner Suite

10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 
Seoul, 07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6137-7000
E. conrad_seoul@conradhotels.com
W. www.conradseoul.co.kr
  www.conradseoul.com
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34, Mareunnae-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-1577-0700
E. help_master@cj.net
W. www.cjfoodville.co.kr

Ji Yong (Justin) KIM
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-6740-4556
E. jiyong.kim6@cj.net

Mi Suk KIM
Marketing Director
T. +82-2-6740-4388
E. ms.kim39@cj.net

CJ Foodville Corporation started its business in 1944 and successfully launched a homegrown, 
Western-Style family restaurant VIPS in 1997 to lay the foundation as a specialized food 
service company. CJ Foodville Corp. has grown as firm, intergrated food service company, 
splitting from CJ Corp. in 2000 and merging group’s franchise business division in October 
2006.

CJ Foodville is a compound word combining ‘Food’ and ‘Village’, pursuing a comfortable, 
relaxing, and fun family restaurant where customers can feel the same way when enjoying 
having a meal families and neibors in the village. This is a strong expression of Foodville to 
deliver family-like, touching to customers.

CJ Foodville with its OnlyOne spirit of pursuing differentiated taste and quality as its No.1 
Value and its technical capability accumulated for over 10years has developed creative and 
unique brands.

Food & Beverage

CJ Foodville Corporation. [CJ 푸드빌]

C

 Contacts 

Conrad Seoul

C

Mark MEANEY
General Manager
T. +82-2-6137-7007
E. mark.meaney@conradhotels.com 
M. +82-10-2592-2306

Marco Seungchan LEE
Executive Chef
T. +82-2-6137-7070
E. seungchan.lee@conradhotels.com
M. +82-10-5418-4587

Hospitality (Hotel)

10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 
Seoul, 07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6137-7000
E. conrad_seoul@conradhotels.com
W. www.conradseoul.co.kr
  www.conradseoul.com

Conrad Seoul defines a new world of luxury, sophistication and service in Korea. Admired 
for its globally inspired architecture and stunning views of the Han River and city skyline, 
Conrad Seoul appeals to a new generation of travelers for whom life, business and pleasure 
seamlessly intersect. Enjoy spacious guest rooms, innovative amenities, indulgent dining and 
distinctive Conrad service at our towering luxury hotel. Conveniently attached to Seoul’s 
subway system and an upmarket International lifestyle Mall with 9 CGV Theaters, Conrad 
Seoul is the closest luxury hotel to both International Airports. A landmark in more ways than 
one, this Seoul hotel offers stunning 434 super spacious guest rooms with stunning views and 
Apple® based in-room technology.

CONRAD SEOUL Grand King Executive Corner Suite
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3F, 83-12 Cheongdam-dong,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06014, KOREA
T. +82-70-4256-9339
E. minho.kim@coridel.com
W. www.coridel.com

Aurelien Emile Roger BRIANT
Executive Director
E. aurelien.briant@coridel.com
M. +82-10-3463-1609

Minho KIM
Regional Sales Manager
E. minho.kim@coridel.com
M. +82-10-6788-5155

Coridel Capital Partners is the alternative investment arm that focuses on enhancing value by 
directing capital in multiple asset classes including control equity investments in consumer, retail, 
industrial, food and beverage, real estate, leisure, gaming and specialty service markets as well 
as the entertainment industry. 

Coridel Entertainment operates several business units including a talent agency, record label, 
film production, music production and event management. Employing the business principles 
of our private equity arm and human interest priorities of our philanthropy arm, our approach 
involves consistently thinking outside the box, searching for the unknown and ultimately 
delivering masterpieces to be cherished and adored around the world. 

Coridel Management Partners is specialized in import and distribution of Food & Beverage 
products highly successful in Europe, the Americas and Asia, through exclusive ownership of 
distribution rights in Korea. Norda Water, the flagship brand, has exceptional characteristics 
of purity and unaltered high-quality due to its origin stemming from the Italian mountains in 
Parma. Multi-talented artist Jessica Jung is Norda's ambassador over Asia Pacific. Coridel 
Management Partners also distributes premium brands Arlaux, a 1826 Premier Cru Champagne, 
and Tromba, a 100% agave authentic & leading tequila in North America & Australia.

The Coridel Group

Food & Beverage / Fashion / Entertainment / Consultancy

4F, Dongwon Bldg. 7, Teheran-ro 77-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06159 Korea
T. +82-2-2606-1282
E. yjyeo@curoholdings.com
W. www.illycaffe.co.kr

illy Coffee Distribution, Retail, Cafe

Curo Holdings Co., Ltd.
Since September of 2009, Curo Holdings have entered the coffee distribution business 
in Korea as an exclusive importers of the world's finest illy coffee directly from its Italian 
headquarters. Curo Holdings supply products to domestic luxury hotels, famous department 
stores, luxury food and beverage outlets, illy cafè retail stores and merchants.

illy Coffee
The company has constructed a world of intelligence, experience, taste, science and art 
around the pleasure of a perfect cup of coffee. The company is known and admired on five 
continents for the high quality and unmistakable velvety taste of its coffee, an outstanding 
blend made up of nine types of pure Arabica that every day delights millions of people at 
home, offices, hotels, restaurants and cafés. The illy blend is now sold in over 140 countries, 
across 5 continents. Served in more than 100,000 public establishments, illy around the world 
means more than 6 million cups are consumed each day.

C

Curo Holdings Co., Ltd.

Yisabel YEO
Assistant Manager
E. yjyeo@curoholdings.com
M. +82-10-8004-7840

Derek KIM
Director
E. derekhyun@curocom.com
M. +82-10-9013-3910
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Confectionary Wholesale

Unit#1601 16F, Gran Seoul Tower 1,
Jongro 33, Jongro-gu, Seoul, 03159,
KOREA
T. +82-70-5220-4560 
W. www.ferrero.com

About Ferrero Group:
Ferrero Group is a family-owned business, established in Alba in the Piedmont region in 
1946. The Group is today led by the third generation of the Ferrero family, and is focused on 
producing high quality, innovative products in a socially, economically and environmentally 
responsible way.

Our brands:
We are focused on producing innovative, high quality products under trusted brands.
Our brands include Ferrero Rocher, Nutella and Kinder.

Ferrero Asia Limited Korea Branch

F

Massimo D’AMBROSIO
General Manager of Ferrero Korea and Japan
T. +82-70-5220-4554
E. massimo.dambrosio@ferrero.com

Stella CHO 
KR Country Brand Manager Nutella and Pralines
T. +82-70-5220-4572
E. stella.cho@ferrero.com

Banking

The flagship company of Hana Financial Group, Hana Bank represents Korea’s most global 
bank, with solid ratings from international rating agencies (A1 from Moody’s, A+ from S&P), 
and an extensive international network of 194 locations in 24 countries.
 
The bank, headquartered in Seoul, provides expertise in corporate, international, and retail 
banking, and Korea’s most diverse currency services. Its strengths are evidenced by leading 
market shares in foreign exchange and trade finance as well as other core areas of the 
banking industry.
 
Hana Bank manages a center dedicated to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) at its headquarters 
in central Seoul; a multilingual corporate marketing team that guides foreign companies 
investing in Korea with extensive support on FDI procedures; and market-proven corporate 
and retail banking and consulting services tailored to foreign customers.

In the personal banking arena, the bank provides an array of quality expat banking services 
through its network of foreigner-friendly branches as well as an English-language Customer 
Service hotline (1599-6111, 1599-1111). 

35, Eulji-ro, Jung-Gu, Seoul,
04523, KOREA
T. +82-2-2002-2338
E. nahmlee@hanafn.com
W. www.kebhana.com

Hana Bank (KEB Hana Bank)

H

Andrew, Charn-Gyoon PARK
Senior Relationship Manager
T. +82-2-2002-2319
E. cgpark@hanafn.com
M. +82-10-6321-7225

Joel LEVIN
Senior Relationship Manager
T. +82-2-2002-2336
E. jlevin@hanafn.com
M. +82-10-2215-5575
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Head Office
Harmonie Co., Ltd_Culture & Design   
419 ho, 18 Seochojunggangro, Seocho-gu, 
Seoul, 06612 KOREA 
T. +82-2-575-3670, +82-2-595-3670
F. +82-2-575-3666 
E. jung@harmonie.co.kr
W. www.harmonie.co.kr  

Branch Office
1. Harmonie Nine EURL_Art & Funiture 
  • 6 Avenue Frankllin D. Roosevelt 
 Paris, 75008 FRANCE 
  • Via Alessandro Volta 60,
 Cusago (Milan) ITALY
T. +39-336-5991-5776 
E. jung@harmonief.co.kr 
W. www.harmonief.com

2. Dio Art Center_Gallery, Film Import & Export 
47, Cheongyangro, 97 beongil, Yeonsugu, 
Incheon, 21945 KOREA
T. +82-32-834-2233
E. spacedio@naver.com 
W. www.dioarcenter.kr

3. Buonbooks_publishing 
905 Ho, 12 Gangnamdaero 65-gil, Seochogu, 
Seoul, 06612 KOREA 
T. +82-2-595-3670
W. www.buonbooks.co.kr 
E. italiabook@naver.com

Lanki JUNG 
CEO
E. kshlanki@naver.com
    kshlanki@gmail.com
M. +82-10-4826-0792

Seunghwan KIM 
Director
E. spacedio@naver.com 
M. +82-10-6246-0797

Meenkey JEONG 
Director
E. harmonienine@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3494-0797

Harmonie Co., Ltd was founded in 2019, Head Office in Seoul, Korea and branch office in 
Italy(Milan) in France(Paris) for the purpose of cultural exchange by cultural and artistic 
projects in Korea and abroad. Our Business are Planning, hosting, and operating cultural and 
artistic exhibitions, Furniture design, manufacture, wholesale, and retail, import and export, 
Film planning, production, import and export distribution, Building Art Decoration Production 
and Sales, Publishing, Art products, miscellaneous goods manufacturing and wholesale 
and retailing, producing promotional video, Trade, telecommunications sales, and ancillary 
businesses related to each subparagraph. 

Design Furniture/Artwork, Production Furniture/Artwork, Furniture/Artwork Wholesale & Retail, Project 
Administration Culture/Exhibition, Publishing, Gallery, Film/Furniture/Artwork Import & Export   

Harmonie Co., Ltd.

HH

Emiliano NASTI
Foreign Legal Counsel 
T. +82-2-772-2714
E. enasti@hmplaw.com
M. +82-10-9392-2528

9th/10th Floor., Shinhan Bank Bldg, 20,
Sejong-daero 9-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul,
04513, KOREA
T. +82-2-772-2714
E. enasti@hmplaw.com
W. www.hmplaw.com

Legal services for corporate clients

HMP has established a strong reputation for professionalism in all practice areas, including 
foreign direct investment, mergers and acquisitions, equity and project financing, corporate 
restructuring, civil and criminal litigation, antitrust and fair trade, and general corporate 
and business consulting. We also have separate divisions offering both tax and accounting 
consulting services, and patent and trademark services.

Introduction
Emiliano Nasti is an attorney admitted to the Bar in Italy (Milan) as an “Avvocato” since 2008. 
He assists foreign companies doing business in Korea. Before taking on his position at HMP 
Law, he gained extensive experience working for leading law firms in Italy, the US, and China. 
His main areas of practice include corporate law and litigation for clients from different 
industries. He is also part of a specialized criminal litigation team at HMP Law assisting 
foreign companies and individuals in complicated criminal legal issues in Korea.
In addition to a law degree in Italy, he obtained his LL.M. from the University of Michigan Law 
School in 2010.

HMP Law (Avv. EMILIANO NASTI)
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Leonardo

Aerospace, Defence and Security

We are a global high-tech Aerospace, Defence and Security company.

Our consolidated industrial capabilities, together with our outstanding human capital and 
constant attention to innovation, have led us to become one of the top ten players in the 
world in Aerospace, Defence and Security, with revenues of € 13.4 billion.

Headquartered in Italy, we operate globally, through a deep-rooted industrial presence in 
four domestic markets (Italy, United Kingdom, United States and Poland), backed by an 
international commercial network in about 40 countries worldwide. A number of subsidiaries, 
strategic partnerships, and joint ventures supports our global presence.

We deliver cutting-edge and dual-use technologies, meeting both military and civil 
requirements. In partnership with our customers, we work to strengthen global security, protect 
people, territories, infrastructure and cyber networks.

Air, land, sea, space and cyberspace: wherever defence and security are needed, our 
customers find in Leonardo effective solutions for their requirements in each of these areas 
through a complete and integrated offer in strategic sectors such as helicopters, aeronautics, 
unmanned systems, defence and security electronics, defence systems, and satellite systems 
and services.

5F Seoul Square, 416 Hangang-daero,
Jung-gu, Seoul 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-6456-1590
F. +82-2-6456-1592
E. korean.office@leonardocompany.com
W. www.leonardocompany.com

7F, 51, Lotte Tower,
Boramae-ro 5-gil, Dongjak-gu,
Seoul, 07071 KOREA
T. +82-2-840-3609

Andrea BALANZONI
Co-Representative Director
T. +82-2 840-3602
E. andrea.balanzoni@lvelastomers.com

Luigi PLACIDI
EPR Product Line &
Business Services Manager
T. +82-2 840-3640
E. luigi.placidi@lvelastomers.com

L
Lotte Versalis Elastomers is a 50:50 joint venture between Lotte Chemical and Versalis, ENI’s 
chemical company, established to address the Asian Elastomers market, with particular 
reference to the tyre and automotive industries.
The company produces Solution Styrene-Butadiene Rubber, Polybutadiene Rubber and 
Ethylene-Propylene Rubber, adopting Versalis proprietary technology as well as Lotte 
Chemical raw materials and industrial services.

LOTTE VERSALIS ELASTOMERS CO., LTD

Petrochemicals

 Contacts 

L

Aaron LEWIS
Representative Director in Korea
E. aaron.lewis@leonardocompany.com

Plaque_300x300.indd   1 20/11/17   18:30
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Yeoksam 823 Building 4F,
70 Nonhyeon-ro 85-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul,
06234 KOREA
T. +82-10-8008-8463

P

Andrea  IOB 
T. +82-2-550-2902
E. andrea.iob@pirelli.com

Founded in Milan in 1872, Pirelli is one of the world’s largest tyre manufacturers. The Pirelli brand is 
known as an icon of technology and excellence. It is a name that stands for a premium, high-end 
style with an Italian heritage all underlined by the company’s dominant position as a supplier to 
luxury car manufacturers.
The fame of the Pirelli name and brand also stems from its involvement in multiple activities beyond 
tyre manufacturing. It has a record of 110 years supporting motorsport, it sponsors multiple sports – 
from the Italian football team Inter Milan and America’s Cup winner Emirates Team New Zealand, 
to the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team – and it has a commitment to the arts and culture 
represented by the Pirelli Calendar, the Pirelli Foundation and Pirelli HangarBicocca, one of Europe’s 
largest exhibition spaces for contemporary art. The company is also involved in numerous initiatives 
for the community.

Pirelli Korea

Tyre Manufacturing

Jaebok HWANG
President
T. +82-2-2276-6093
E. jinchl0624@spc.co.kr

Soyoung JUNG
Secretary
T. +82-2-2276-6056
E. syjung@spc.co.kr

PARIS CROISSANT CO., LTD. established in 1986, adopted European Bakery culture concept 
and in 1988 PARIS CROISSANT CO., LTD. launched “PARIS BAGUETTE” brand which developed 
as the biggest Bakery-Café franchise brand in Korea. The differentiated products, unique 
marketing and cosy shop atmosphere have made Paris Baguette the largest baked goods 
chain with over 3,800 franchisees.

Since 2004, Paris Baguette has entered overseas markets including China, the US, Vietnam, 
Singapore and France, currently runs over 400 locations outside of Korea. Other F&B brands 
include Paris Croissant (premium bakery café), Pascucci (Italian espresso café), Coffee@
Works (specialty coffee), LINA’s (sandwich), Passion5 (upscale dessert gallery), L’atelier (café 
restaurant), Jamba Juice (smoothie) and ShakeShack (Burgers).
The company is also rapidly gaining traction in the restaurant industry with brands such as 
Queens Park (organic), Lagrilla (Italian), L’abri (wine&dine), The World Vine(wine) and Vera 
(Neapolitan pizza).

Manufacture of Dry Bakery Products

18, Sagimakgol-ro 31beon-gil,
Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 13220, KOREA
T. +82-2-2276-5995
E. jinchl0624@spc.co.kr
W. www.paris.co.kr

Paris Croissant Co., Ltd.

P
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The Place

Food & Beverage / Italian Restaurant

One of the CJ FoodVille Corp. Brands, [The Place] is representing Italian urban bistro. Italian 
cuisine with properly localized marketing strategies pursuing to the Italian original recipe, 
‘The Place’ has been grown up as one of the largest chain of Italian-themed casual service 
restaurant in Korea with 14 national wide operating franchisees.

Under the slogan ‘We brought tastes and the lifestyle to go with it to The Place’s Milan-
themed menu and space’, The Place serves several types of Italian cuisine including pasta 
dishes, steaks, and salads. 
The Place is quarterly showcasing new menu items following the seasonal ingredients and the 
most recent cuisine trends for brand refresh.

Ji Yong (Justin) KIM
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-6740-4556
E. jiyong.kim6@cj.net

Mi Suk KIM
Marketing Director
T. +82-2-6740-4388
E. ms.kim39@cj.net

34, Mareunnae-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-1577-0700
E. help_master@cj.net
W. www.italiantheplace.co.kr
instagram. @theplace_official

M 904, 32, Songdogwahak-ro,
Yeonsu-gu, Incheon, KOREA 
T. +82-507-1304-2729
E. sales.korea@primapower.com
W. www.primapower.com

A leading specialist in laser and sheet metal working technology

Prima Power is a leading specialist in machines and systems for sheet metal working. Our 
offering in this field is one of the widest and covers all applications: laser processing, punching, 
shearing, bending, automation.

Our manufacturing facilities are in Italy, Finland, USA and China, from which we deliver 
machines and systems all over the world. Our sales and service network is active in over 80 
countries, with direct presence or through a network of specialized dealers.

With our product lines ThePUNCH, TheLASER, TheCOMBI, TheBEND, The PRESS, The SHEAR, 
TheSYSTEM and TheSOFTWARE we cover all stages of the sheet metal working process.

Our family of highly advanced fiber laser machines and servo-electric solutions for punching, 
bending and integrated processes is the widest in the world, are highly productive, energy-
efficient, sustainable and “Industry 4.0 Inside”.

Laser and sheet metal machinery

Prima Power

P

Rio KIM
Marketing Manager
E. rio.kim@primapower.com
M. +82-10-3033-3881

Andrea BONNIN
Branch Office Manager
E. andrea.bonnin@primapower.com
M. +82-10-9395-1970
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Y

1st FL, Yurim Building, 17 Nonhyeon-ro 71-Gil, 
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul, 06248, KOREA
T. +82-2-365-5752
E. yurim.holdings@gmail.com
W. www.most12.com
Instagram. @most12_

John HA
VP/Managing Director
E. yurim.holdings@gmail.com
M. +82-10-8868-8164

Alessandro SGROMO
Products Planning Expert
E. alessandrosgromo90@gmail.com
M. +82-10-7204-2801

Yurim Holdings have started importing Italian fashion products in 2014 and the company has 
visited many trade shows in Milan, Bologna, Vincenza, Florence, Verona, and other places in 
Italy in the field of handbags, jewelries, shoes, decoration, and others. Now, The company has 
its own show room (1st floor of Yurim Building) in their owned building in Gangnam-Gu, Seoul. 

Yurim Holdings has many business networks with department stores, lifestyle stores, big 
shopping malls, television home-shopping, and professional sales stores in Korea and 
Japan. In Japan, the biggest TV home-shopping channel (Shop Channel) is a partner. Also, 
the company has provided high-end products to big companies like Samsung, Shinsegae, 
Paradise group, etc. Normally, Yurim Holdings has an exclusive partnership with Italian 
companies and focus on 100% Made in Italy products (mainly certified by ITPI in Fermo). 

Most Korean customers believe high-quality of Italy products depends on the most valuable 
service. Yurim Holdings aims to provide seamless valuable service and support to each 
customer. 

Yurim Holdings, Inc.

Italy Fashion Items Import & Sales

1119, Kranz-Techno, 388, Dunchon-daero, 
Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 
13403, KOREA
T. +82-31-777-8766
E. monocools@yicorp.com
W. www.yicorp.com

Y

Sung Wook KIM
Sales manager
T. +82-31-777-8766 (ext.502)
E. cristiankim@yicorp.com
M. +82-10-5729-4892

Jin Hoon HWANG 
Trading manager
T. +82-31-777-8766 (ext.301)
E. monocools@yicorp.com
M. +82-10-8445-0155

Trade, Distribution (Italian food)

Young In Corporation

Young in corporation was established in 1996 as a trading company in Korea. 

Since then, We have been always doing our best to supply superior imported items with 
reasonable price to meet Korean customers’ needs under our motor “Give the best, Get the 
best." 

Our main items are coming from Italy, which is one of the most reliable countries in the world 
to produce lots of well-being food likes olive, pasta, balsamic vinegar etc. We currently have 
business relationship with more than 20 partners (Including EU & Asia partners) like Divella 
(Pasta company), Cannamela (Spice and herb company), Polli (Preserved vegetable company) 
and so on as an exclusive agent in Korea. 

We assure our valuable customers that we are doing our utmost to supply high quality 
products without shortage all the time, so please get in touch with Young in corporation at 
your convenience to enjoy superior Italian food.

Young in corporation's main Italian partners are as below.

• DIVELLA: Pasta, Wheat, Peeled Tomatoes

• CANNAMELA: Spice and herb

• BONOMELLI : Herb tea

• POLLI: Preserved vegetable (Olive, caper etc)

• STAR: Chicken and vegetable stock, Ragu sauce

• CENTONZE: Olive oil

• GRISSIN BON: Grissini

• CEREALITALY: Cereal bar

• FRANTOIO BIANCO: Basil pesto

• SELEKTIA: Truffle

• MERLINI: Mushroom

• TERRA MARIS: Sun dried tomatoes, Lemon juice

• VILLA MODENA: Balsamic vinegar

• ACETIFICI ITALIANI MODENA: Balsamic vinegar

• RIUNIONE: Cuttlefish ink

• SPERLARI: Stevia, Confectionery

• AGRISICILIA: Marmalade

• COSIMAR: Anchovy

• PETRUZZELLI: Olive

• VERRIGNI: Pasta

• RIGONI DI ASIAGO : Organic jam 

• BRUNO : Organic Olive oil
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• ANTIMO CAPUTO : Flour 

• COSTA D’ORO : Olive oil

• CIAO, VESU’ : Tomato sauce

• DELICIUS : Anchovy

• FRIUL TROTA : Trot caviar

• BEPPINO OCCELLI : Butter, cheese

• FUNGO&TARTUFO : Truffle

• RISTORIS : Processed vegetables

• GHIDETTI : Hard cheese

• LOISON : Panettone

• RUMMO : Pasta

• PONTICORVO : Frozen filone mozzarella

• CASEIFICIO PUGLIESE : Fresh mozzarella etc.               

• PONTI : Vinergar etc.

• BLUE MARINE : Mullet Bottarga

• FICACCI : Olive

• RAVIDA’ : Olive oil, Sicily salt

• BASSI : Mascarpone, Gorgonzola cheese

• LEVONI : Prosciutto, Mortadella etc.

• LA VECCHIA DISPENSA : Balsamic vinegar
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202 Hyeop-seong b/d, 65 Seongsui-ro 
Seongdong-gu, Seoul 04781 KOREA
T. +82-1577-6227
E. admin@chefs.co.kr
W. www.chefs.co.kr
Facebook. chefsfoodkorea
Instagram. @chefsfoodkr

WE ARE DOING OUR BEST TO BE A PIONEER 
IN SUPPLYING FOOD MATERIALS FOR FINE DINING CUISIN IN KOREA!
We help chefs complete real gourmet cuisine just like it has to be.
CHEF’S FOOD has worked toward supplying the chef with the top quality food material on a 
mission to serve the real gourmet cuisine in the domestic market. We've imported more than 
500 premium products from about 80 different companies all over the world supplying a wide 
assortment of the products such as olive oils, pasta, sauce, processed vegetables, premium 
cheese, jamon, prosciutto, frozen iberico meat, foie gras, caviar, fresh truffles and etc. to the 
food service like the fine dining restaurants and the premium hotels and also to retail market 
such as department store, delicatessen and e-commerce.
Our business has grown year after year and we continue to work hard to deliver the real 
delicacy experience to the people. In particular, we act as a true partner helping the chef 
complete their gourment cuisine by consecutively searching good new items and studying 
and setting the trend in advance.
Aiming to complete our mission, we are always willing to be your food counselor. So please 
don't hesitate to contact us if you need something and further questions, please do discuss 
it with us. We promise you that we make strenuous efforts to offer the world's top quality 
products and taste.

Our main Italian partners:

Chef's Food Co., Ltd.

Import and distribution of European food & Ingredients

CHEF’S
F O O D

• ANTIMO CAPUTO : Flour 

• COSTA D’ORO : Olive oil

• CIAO, VESU’ : Tomato sauce

• DELICIUS : Anchovy

• FRIUL TROTA : Trot caviar

• BEPPINO OCCELLI : Butter, cheese

• FUNGO&TARTUFO : Truffle

• RISTORIS : Processed vegetables

• GHIDETTI : Hard cheese

• LOISON : Panettone

• RUMMO : Pasta

• PONTICORVO : Frozen filone mozzarella

• CASEIFICIO PUGLIESE : Fresh mozzarella etc.               

• PONTI : Vinergar etc.

• BLUE MARINE : Mullet Bottarga

• FICACCI : Olive

• RAVIDA’ : Olive oil, Sicily salt

• BASSI : Mascarpone, Gorgonzola cheese

• LEVONI : Prosciutto, Mortadella etc.

• LA VECCHIA DISPENSA : Balsamic vinegar
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6-30, Baekjegobun-ro 42-gil,
(Songpa-dong 85-5, 1st FL)
Songpa-gu, Seoul, KOREA

4-9, Baekjegobun-ro 42-gil,
(Songpa-dong 85-13, #102)
Songpa-gu, Seoul KOREA

T. +82-10-5382-3419
E. lineagejam@gmail.com
Instagram. @con_me___

Osteria Secondi is a small restaurant located in Songpa-dong, Jamsil. 
This place has a list of over 100 wines and menus you can enjoy with those are small plate 
piatti, authentic Italian pasta, and rustic Florence-style steaks (T-bone, chuck flap, lip-eye 
available). Osteria Secondi is reservation only restaurant, and You can book your preferred 
time and table through Naver. For the quality service, this place does not accept more than 
two tables at a time. 
Great place to celebrate a special day.

Conme is the second Italian restaurant opened by Chef Byeong-jun Choi of Osteria Secondi, 
and located a minute walk away from his first restaurant. Conme is a dining with the theme of 
Pasta fresca & Natural wine.
When you enter the restaurant, you can see the open kitchen right away, and there are tables 
on the right side of the kitchen.
Conme bakes homemade bread and makes pasta every day. So every early lunchtime 
restaurant is full of savory baking smells and you also can watch chefs making fresh pasta 
using only organic wheat, semola and eggs. Currently has 8 types of pasta menus (Rigatoni, 
Spaghettiini, Penne, Ink Linguini, Linguini, Agnorotti, Gnocchi, and Cabatelli), and salads, 
antipasti, steaks are also available.
Conme considers the healthy life of guests with a comfortable and cozy vibe. Like Osteria 
Secondi, it has over 100 kinds of wine lists, but more focused on natural wines. The list of 
natural wines is changed and added periodically. Conme is available for both reservation and 
walk-in.

You can make a reservation by text message: 01053823419

C

CONME  -  Osteria Secondi

Restaurants

Beyongjun CHOI
Owner chef
E. lineagejam@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9744-3419

Dayoung YI (Chohee LEE)
Owner
E. chgml1101@naver.com
M. +82-10-5738-3420

3F, 10, Bongeunsa-ro 54-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul,
06143, KOREA
T. +82-2-554-6589
E. jhbae@hannuricpa.co.kr

Hannuri Tax & Accounting is a Company specialized in providing corporate services for Italian 
investors and companies with our affiliated experts.

• Company set up (Subsidiary, Sales Office…)
• Market research and Finding business partners 
• Office Rent and Recruiting
• Payroll & Employment contracts
• Cash management and Banking service
• Administration and Treasurer support
• Bookkeeping & Financial reporting to HQ
• Tax filing (VAT, Income taxes)
• Internal & External Audits
• Transaction support service
• Liquidation and Exit plan

We will save your time and costs with our affiliated experts.

Accounting, Tax, Management Consulting and Financial Services

Jin Ho BAE
CPA, Tax Attorney
T. +82-2-554-6589
E. jhbae@hannuricpa.co.kr

H

Hannuri Tax & Accounting
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810ho 12 Gangnamdaero 65-gil,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, 06612 KOREA
T. +82-2-595-3670
F. +82-2-575-3666
E. italcinema@naver.com
W. www.italcinema.com

Italcinema was established for research and cultural exchanges of Italy and Korea, and 
centers around the theme of Italian cinema e culture since 2002. Italcinema was registered in 
the ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism in 2009. Italcinema strives for communication and 
vitalization of cultural art through various cultural art programs between the two countries: 
Italy and Korea. 

Italcinema_ Non-profit organizations: www.italcinema.org
Italian Film & Art Festival: www.ifaf.co.kr
Milano Korean Film Festival: www.milanokoreanfilmfestival.com
Italfesta_Multi culture Festival: www.italfestia.kr
Italit_All about Italian Arts: www.italit.asia

Italcinema

Hosted Film & Culture Festival, Non-profit organizations

Lanki JUNG 
CEO
E. lanki2@naver.com 
M. +82-10-4826-0792

Marcello Mastroianni in “8 1/2” 
© ph. Paul Ronald
Collezione Maraldi

www.italianfilmfestival.kr

2021.12.02-12.05

Host Venue
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619-1 Goseong-ri, Cheongpyeong-myeon, 
Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-Do, KOREA
T. +82-31-584-8200
E. 8200camp@naver.com
W. www.pfcamp.com
Instagram. @petite_france_korea

Young Jun SHIN
Marketing Deputy Manager
T. +82-10-8902-4847
E. learning79@naver.com

P

Cultural Themepark, Tourist Attraction, Youth Training Center

'Bella Italia'
It is a beautiful Italian cultural village in Korea. Pinocchio and Leonardo da Vinci are the main 
theme. The village is scheduled to open in the first half 2021. 

The Italian Cultural Village, which is built near a beautiful lake in Gapyeong, Gyeonggi-do, will 
consist of five major buildings on a 7,315m² scale. The architecture of this village is a motif of 
Tuscany's architecture, which is regarded as a symbol of Italian architecture.

Each space will feature more than 100 Italian-related antiques and exhibits by theme, and the 
world's largest Pinocchio statue (10.8m) will be built as a landmark in the outdoor main square. 

In addition, It was also signed an official partnership with the FNCC(Fondazione Nazionale 
Carlo Collodi) of Italy to cooperate.

Pinocchio e Da Vinci

1F, 89-2, Seochojungang-ro 8-gil,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-588-5842
E. nicecoffee@nicecoffee.co.kr
W. Loison.co.kr

Eun Woo HWANG
Corporate Chef
E. koreagelato@naver.com
M. +82-10-4544-4159

Chong Mee YUN
PR Manager
T. +82-2-548-4688
E. crepresso@hotmail.com

Nice Coffee System was established in1990, becoming a distributor of Saeco Vending S.p.A 
in Korea. Nice Coffee System has been popularizing the culture of Italian espresso, providing 
business solution in Korea for 30 years. Nice Coffee System provides perfect solutions in 
hardware, software, and customer service in the F&B sector. Business modules always begins 
introducing culture of the products in order to contact our customers with relationships, 
interests and sincerity. Nice Coffee System has more 10 partners in Italy and worldwide. “We 
always enjoy spread of Italian espresso & food culture.” 

Wholesale and retail trade

Nice Coffee System Co., Ltd.

N
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Luca SIGOT
Managing Director
T. +82-2-2188-7001
E. luca.sigot@savinodelbene.com

Andy UM
Sales Team Manager
T. +82-2-2188-7011 
E. andy.um@savinodelbene.com

9F, Ryushan Bldg., 357, Yangcheon-ro, 
Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07530, KOREA
T. +82-2-2188-7000
E. seoul@savinodelbene.com
W. www.savinodelbene.com

International Transport

Savino del Bene, whose name is homonymous of its founder, started up in Florence, Italy, at 
the beginning of the 1900’s. The company’s early focus was to develop freight forwarding 
services primarily towards the USA. Today, Savino Del Bene has evolved into a global logistics 
provider with a worldwide network, specialized in supply chain management, offering service 
for ocean, air and surface transportation.
The Savino Del Bene Group is a Global Logistic Provider employing over 4400 staff, and 
operates 285 own-offices in 49 countries.
Supported by 38 logistic-warehouses, the group have handled in 2019 Ocean shipments 
exceeding 610.000 TEUS and air-freight shipments for a total of 73.2 Million Kgs.
With a professional team available at all times in your local market, we are able to adapt 
to the requirements of individual markets through our widespread presence and full 
understanding of local customs and administrative regulations. Savino Del Bene offers tailor-
made solutions combined with competitive rates and professionalism.

Savino Del Bene Korea

#1720, C-dong, SK V1 Building,
Beobwon-ro 128, Songpa-gu,
Seoul, 05398, KOREA
T. +82-2-546-6100
E. joon.kim@trans-bev.com
Instagram. @aperolspritzkr
                @camparikor

Joon KIM
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-546-6100
E.  joon.kim@trans-bev.com

Trans Beverages Co,. Ltd. Is joint venture company of Gruppo Campari in Korea.

Established in March 2018, to meet consumer’s various needs of premium liquors and lead 
liquor market trend. Trans Beverages exclusively distributes more than 20 iconic brands in 
Korea, such as Campari, Aperol, Cynar, Averna, Frangelico, Cinzano, SKYY, X-rated, Wild Turkey 
and Beluga.
Trans Beverages is deeply related with Italian culture as an official partner of Gruppo Campari, 
which was founded in Italy and is one of the largest international liquor business companies 
in the world. Also, as an exclusive partner of iconic Italian brands Campari and Aperol, Trans 
Beverages has been introducing and spreading the Italian way of drinking throughout Korea.

Trans Beverages Co., Ltd.

Distribution of International Liquors

T

Kyle JU
Marketing Directer
T. +82-2-546-6100
E. kyle.ju@trans-bev.com
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416, Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Republic of KOREA
T. +82-2-547-3010
E. jy1216.lee@samsung.com
W. www.10corsocomo.com
Instragram. @10corsocomoseoul

Jiyoung LEE
Senior Manager
T. +82-10-2063-4309
E. jy1216.lee@samsung.com

Seyoung AHN
Executive Chef
T. +82-10-5283-0996
E. seyoung.ahn@samsung.com

10 Corso Como is a complex store that combines art, fashion, music, design and cafe 
established by Carla Sozzani, who was the Italian editor of the fashion magazine Vogue in 
1990. In March 2008, 10 Corso Como and Samsung C&T opened in Seoul (Cheongdam-dong). 
The representative brands are ALAIA, THOM BROWNE, LEMAIRE, THE ROW, and many other 
brands are also available.

10 Corso Como Café is a unique space designed by American artist Kris Ruhs, a true 
entertainment & stylish dining place that combines diverse and in-depth book selection to 
give you the pleasure of seeing and feeling, not just the pleasure of eating.
And you can taste Milan-style Italian cuisine, and it is a restaurant that connects Milan and 
Seoul's culture. You can feel the season with your mouth by launching a new menu using 
seasonal ingredients every season. 

*Open time
- Store

EVERYDAY
11:00 AM - 8:00 PM

- Cafè / Restaurant
EVERYDAY
11:00 AM - 10:30 PM

10 Corso Como Café (Samsung C&T)

Italian restaurant & cafe

#

Geoff LEE
Country General Manager
T. +82-2-554-4310 (ext.1000)
E. geoff.lee@testoni.com
M. +82-10-4736-8899

Sukyung PYUN
Marketing Assistant
T. +82-2-554-4310(ext.5000)
E. sukyung.byeon@testoni.com
M. +82-10-8737-3693

Luxury Fashion/Leather Goods

‘a.testoni’ is a global luxury brand that was founded by Amedeo Testoni in Bologna, Italy in 
1929. The Italian leather goods brand ‘a.testoni’ has a history of 90 years and is renowned 
for Contemporary style, comfortable products and its Craftsmanship. Also, ‘a.testoni’ is 
representing ‘Italy fashion’ and high quality of Italian products.

Founder Amedeo Testoni was successor of the Bologna’s traditional crafts of making shoes. 
‘a.testoni’ started from a small workshop, and has become a brand to maintain the skill 
developed by Bologna craftsmen from the 13th century and skilled spirit of family business.

a.testoni Korea Co., Ltd.

11F, Geumtak Tower, 454,
Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea
T. +82-2-554-4310
W. www.testoni.com

A
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The business idea was born in 2013 from two businessmen from Campania, Antonio 
Petrosino and Michele Ponticelli, owners of the PCA-Comat (http://www.comatonline.com/.), 
a multinational active in the sector of the production of machineries for dairy products, and 
Podere dei Leoni (http://www.poderedeileoni.com/.), producer of dairy products which are 
distributed all around the world. Both the companies have been present on the international 
market for 25 years.
People from Campania, going around the world, sometimes miss something good, a fast 
and fresh snack: mozzarella! Mozzarella could even be found at the supermarket, left in the 
fridge without the awareness of its real taste and the right temperature to serve it. From these 
considerations, the idea of realizing stores which could offer a “just made, fresh and pure” 
product was born.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oHahVZ19Bo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-BZ8pKUYGY 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fQSYCZilXlM 
https://vimeo.com/204502636

Mozzarella Concept

ADM Srl - LATTERIA DEL CURATINO

ADM Srl
Via dell'Artigianato, 2 – 84092 Bellizzi 
(SA) / Italy
E. info@latteriadelcuratino.it
W. latteriadelcuratino.it

Davide TIRALONGO
Project Manager
T. +39-0828-547040
F. +39-0828-547042
E. info@latteriadelcuratino.it
M. +39-346-68-20-334

Jooch NAM
Head of Membership 
T. +82-2-6201-2231
E. jooch@amchamkorea.org

Non-profit organization

The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea (AMCHAM Korea) was founded in 1953 with a 
broad mandate to encourage the development of investment and trade between Korea and 
the United States. AMCHAM is the largest foreign chamber in Korea with approximately 800 
member companies including affiliates with diverse interests and substantial participation in 
the Korean economy.

Our mission is to promote the expansion of the vital trade and investment partnerships 
between Korea and the United States through the active development and promotion of 
commercial, economic and cultural exchanges.

15F, Two IFC, 10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, 
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6201-2200
E. amchamrsvp@amchamkorea.org
W. www.amchamkorea.org

A

American Chamber of Commerce 
in Korea (AMCHAM Korea)
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Yoidomilan Law Firm
via Silvio Pellico 31, 20091 Bresso (MI)
T. +39-02-6103-9685
W. www.yoidomilan.com

Giorgio MODUGNO
Lawyer
E. giorgio.modugno@yoidomilan.com
M. +39-346-7261623

A

Legal Services

Avv. Giorgio Modugno - Yoidomilan Law Firm

I work and live in Milan. My main activities are International law, Immigration law, Commercial 
and Insolvency law, Contract law.

I have been working for some Korean companies, giving advice and representing them before 
Italian Court.

Italian law entitles me to be a mediator, negotiator in disputes.

Barun Law Bldg., 7, Teheran-ro 92-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06181, KOREA
T. +82-2-3479-7519
E. joohyoung.jang@barunlaw.com
W. www.barunlaw.com

Joo Hyoung JANG
Partner
T. +82-2-3479-7519
E. joohyoung.jang@barunlaw.com

HiJoung OH
Senior Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3479-7510
E. hijoung.oh@barunlaw.com

Barun Law is the newest of Korea’s large full service law firms.
The firm’s professionals include many of the most prominent members of the Korean Bar as 
well as a sophisticated and experienced team of foreign attorneys.
Barun Law’s international business practice is substantial.
Our international practitioners have recognized expertise in mergers & acquisitions, private 
equity/venture capital transactions, real estate and development projects, general corporate 
matters, infrastructure investment and project finance, commercial banking, securities and 
finance, employment and labor relations, insurance industry issues, fair trade/antitrust, 
intellectual property, franchising and strategic issues management.
Our international client base includes many of the world’s largest companies, major 
financial institutions and funds, growing companies, entrepreneurs and a number of foreign 
governments.
Barun Law’s litigation and arbitration practice, which includes many of Korea’s most 
prominent former judges and prosecutors, is second to none in Korea.

B

Barun Law LLC

Legal Services
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Yangpyeong Building B1
Yeongdeungpo-ro 21, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 
07275 Seoul, KOREA 
T. +82-10-8584-0951
E. ryujm8274@naver.com
Instagram @bottling_ryu

Jongmin RYU
CEO
E. ryujm8274@naver.com
M. +82-10-8584-0951

Wine importer

BOTTLING CO., LTD.

B
Bvlgari was founded in Rome in 1884 as a jewelry shop and quickly established a reputation 
for Italian excellence with exquisite craftsmanship and magnificent jewelry creations.

The Company’s international success has evolved into a global and diversified luxury purveyor 
of products and services ranging from fine jewels and watches to accessories, perfumes and 
hotels, with an unrivalled network of outlets in the world’s most exclusive areas. As one of the 
global players on the worldwide luxury market, Bvlgari relies on distribution network of about 
1,038 stores, located in the most exclusive shopping areas in the world. 

Since 2011, the Company is part of the LVMH Group, the world’s leading group of luxury 
products with unique portfolio of over 70 prestigious brands.

B

Jinhee CHOI
GS Administrator 
T. +82-2-2056-0101
E. jinhee.choi@bulgari.com

10F, Doowon Bldg., 636,
Gangnam-daero, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06034, KOREA
T. +82-2-2056-0101
W. www.bulgari.com

Retail Business on Prestigious Jewelry, 
Watch and Accessory items

Bvlgari Korea
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Jason AHN
CEO
T. +82-10-3746-7170
E. jason.ahn@mdvseoul.com
M. +82-10-3746-7170

B. John KIM
Business Planning Manager
T. +82-2-516-1743
E. bjohn.kim@mdvseoul.com
M. +82-10-9224-3461

Furniture

743, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 
06040, KOREA
T. +82-2-516-1743
E. bjohn.kim@mdvseoul.com
W. www.armani.com
      www.poltronafraugroup.com

ARMANI/CASA : Furniture, Lighting, Fabrics, Rugs

CASSINA : Furniture, Lighting, Rugs

CAPPELLINI : Furniture

LORO PIANA INTERIORS : Fabrics and Rugs

SAVOIR BEDS : Beds

SOMNUS : Beds

RICHARD GINORI 1735 : Porcelain

CREATIVE LAB LTD.

C

 Contacts 

The Daegu-Gyeongbuk Free Economic Zone is a government agency that provides R&D, 
factory and business space for foreign and domestic companies.

Major activities
• Inward Investment Promotion
•  Matchmaking between local and foreign companies (Joint Venture, R&D)
• Administrative and Financial support
   Location: 8 sites (Daegu, Gyeongsan, Yeongcheon, Pohang)
• Within Korea’s largest IT and mobile clusters
   (Samsung Electronics, LG)
•  Within Korea’s highest concentration of automotive firms and shipbuilders
   (Hyundai, GM, Renault)
• 52 Universities & Colleges
• Manufacturing and R&D Space
   (for rent or purchase)

Investment targets
• IT Convergence
   (Software, Display, Mobiles, Robotics)
• Transportation Components
   (Automotive, Shipbuilding, Aviation)
• Medical
   (Healthcare, Medical devices, Pharmaceutical)

Sam Ryong CHOI
Commissioner

Seung Koo KANG
Project Manager
T. +82-53-550-1912
E. kangsk1@korea.kr

Seung Dong KIM
Director-General, Innovation 
Promotion Policy Division

Government / Business Service

5-6F, Daegu Textile Complex (DTC)
227, Palgong-ro, Dong-gu, Daegu,
41028, KOREA
T. +82-53-550-1500
E. kangsk1@korea.kr
W. www.dgfez.go.kr

D

Daegu-Gyeongbuk 
Free Economic Zone Authority
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Danieli ranks amongst the three largest suppliers of plant and equipment to the metals 
industry worldwide. We are leaders in minimill, in long product casting and rolling plants, and 
amongst the front runners in the flat product sector and integrated steel plants.

Our product lines cover the whole technology spectrum from ore to flat and long steel 
finished*product processing. Danieli designs, manufactures, constructs and starts up 
competitive steel plants and equipment worldwide, either on a turnkey basis or supplied as 
individual units.

The Danieli design concept aims to reduce production and depreciation cost, while improving 
product quality for complete customer satisfaction. The headquarter is located in Italy, it 
is supported by technology offices and production enters in Germany, Sweden, USA, The 
Netherlands, UK, France, Thailand, China and India. Advanced technology, experience and 
proceed know-how, together with financial strength, excellent project management and 
manufacturing capabilities make Danieli the reliable and innovative team in the steel industry.

Nobuyuki NAKAMURA
Executive Vice President ( Sales for Asia Pacific )
E. n.nakamura@thailand.danieli.com
M. +84 ( 0 )-93810-1669  ( Vietnam )
 +39 ( 0 )-34049-79209 ( Overseas )

Seong Hee RYU
Exec. Secretary
T. +82-2-562-6622
E. s.ryu@korea.danieli.com
M. +82-10-3540-4289

#301 Sungwoo Bldg.
49 Mapodae-ro, Mapo-gu
Seoul 04158, KOREA
T. +82-2-562-6622
E. s.ryu@korea.danieli.com
W. www.danieli.com

Design & Produce Steel Plant & Equipments

Danieli Korea

D
De’Longhi Group
The company was founded in 1902 by the de’Longhi family in Treviso – Italy. In 1974, the 
company, led by Giuseppe de’Longhi, sold its first product branded De’Longhi, an oil filled 
radiator. 

In 2001 De’Longhi acquired Kenwood, famous for the Chef Kitchen machine and in 2013 
bought the Braun household division.

De’Longhi Group’s products are sold to more than 100 countries all over the world, through 
distributors or through the direct commercial subsidiaries established in 33 countries.

The De’Longhi Group is global leader in coffee machines with De’Longhi, in Food preparation 
with Kenwood and in Blending with Braun.

De'Longhi Korea Ltd.

Home Appliance

Eric de CASTELBAJAC
CEO
E. eric.decastelbajac@delonghigroup.com

Heasook PARK
Finance and Admin Director
T. +82-2-6000-9810
E. heasook.park@delonghigroup.com
M. +82-10-5273-8258

9FL, Wooil building, 623,
Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-6000-9800
E. eric.decastelbajac@delonghigroup.com
W. www.delonghigroup.com

D
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Level 20, Glass Tower,
534 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06181, KOREA
T. +82-2-2092-6641
W. www.dolcegabbana.com
Instagram. @dolcegabbana

Established in 1985, Dolce&Gabbana is one of the leading international groups in the fashion 
and luxury goods sector.

The founders, Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, have always been the creative and 
stylistic source of all the brand's activities as well as the drivers behind the development 
strategies based on balanced growth on a global scale and focus on the core business. 

The Group creates, produces and distributes high-end clothing, leather goods, footwear, 
accessories, jewelry and watches. The brand is present in the Prêt-à-porter segment with 
Men's, Women's and Children's collections, and in the Alta Artigianalità (High Craftsmanship) 
segment with Alta Moda, Alta Sartoria and Alta Gioielleria collections.

Dolce and Gabbana
Korea Ltd.
Fashion and Luxury Goods

D

Carlo GARIGLIO
President of Dolce & Gabbana Japan & Korea
T. 001-852-9866-0188
E. carlo.gariglio@dolcegabbana.it

Jaeho JUNG
CFO
T. +82-2-2092-6641
E. jaeho.jung@dolcegabbana.it

D
Deloitte Touche Tohnatsu Limited is an organization of member firms providing audit, tax, 
consulting and financial advisory services. Deloitte, approximately 175 year’s history, uses 
common technical and operation standard based upon a time-honored tradition and we 
bring world-class services to help clients.

Our member firms serve more than 80% of the world’s largest companies, as well as larger 
national enterprises, public institution and successful fast-growing global companies.

With a globally connected network of member firms in more than 150 countries, Deloitte 
brings world-class capabilities and deep local expertise to help clients succeed wherever they 
operate.

Deloitte’s 312,000 professionals will do our best in order to provide clients with outstanding 
service.

Sung Han PARK
Partner
T. +82-2-6676-2521
E. sunghpark@deloitte.com
M. +82-10-9980-4017

Si Won KO
Executive Assistant
T. +82-2-6676-2582
E. siko@deloitte.com
M. +82-10-8812-8926

Audit, Tax, Business Consulting and Financial Advisory

5F, One IFC, 10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, 
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6676-1000
W. www.deloitteanjin.co.kr

Deloitte Anjin LLC
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The ECCK represents the common voice of European businesses in Korea, providing its 
members with information, communication, and access pertaining to the business and 
regulatory environment of Korea.
For this purpose, the Chamber follows up on regulatory issues and market trends through its 
Committees and Forums. The ECCK also organizes conferences on industrial topics, publishes 
periodicals and reports for information update, and hosts networking events.

5F, Seoul Square, 416 Hangang-daero,
Jung-gu, Seoul, 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-6261-2700
E. ecck@ecck.or.kr
W. www.ecck.or.kr

Dirk LUKAT
Chairperson

Christoph HEIDER
President

E

European Chamber of Commerce in Korea 
(ECCK)
Non-profit organization

E
“An Enduring Passion for Fabric, Innovative and Quality since 1910” The Ermenegildo Zegna 
Korea Group today is one of Italy’s most famous family driven enterprises. Over the last 
century the business gene and entrepreneurial spirit has been passed down through the 
generations, ensuring that the name Zegna remains synonymous with pioneers of business. 
Growth has been possible through shrewd diversification of the offering, which row ranges 
from clothing to accessories, and strategies which have enabled the Ermenegildo Zegna 
brand to grow successfully throughout the world.
There is far more to Zegna’s success than this though a strong and consolidated business 
culture that allows young talents to emerge in the company-wide quest for quality, and a 
constant focus on customers and people.
Zegna Group’s philosophy is based in three principles:
Long-term objectives
Family ownership to ensure continuity
A sound ethical commitment enshrined in a rigorous corporate governance system.
Today the company is led by Gildo as CEO; Paolo is Chairman, Anna is Image Advisor and 
President of the Fondazione Zegna, Benedetta is Talent Manager, Laura who is Head of the 
Oasi Zegna and Renata who sits on the Board of Directors of the Group.

Sean SON
General Manager

Yoona KIM
Executive Assistant
T. +82-2-2240-6502
E. yoona.kim@ezrakorea.com
M. +82-10-6299-0026

16F, 701 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, 
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-2240-6502
W. www.zegna.com
Instagram. @zegnaofficial

Ermenegildo Zegna

Men’s Luxury Fashion: Ermenegildo Zegna, 
Ermenegildo Zegna– Z Zegna Retail & Wholesales
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#418, 165 Sunhwan-ro, Jungwon-gu, 
Seongnam-si, 13207 Gyeonggi-do, KOREA
T. +82-31-709-0696
E. gustoitalia@naver.com
W. http://gustoit.net

Jung Min LEE (Timothy LEE)
CEO
E. timothylee222@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3347-4467

Soo Sik AHN
Senior manager
E. gustoitalia@naver.com
M. +82 -10-9906-8446

Gauscento has 2 main ideas of business : 
1. Advertising premium Italian food ingredients and their benefits to Korea : We reach out to small 
farms in Italy to source hand crafted and cautiously selected high quality food ingredients. 
2. Building win-win relationship with each client and partner : We would like our clients (partners) 
to know better about Italian food culture through our products and have more upgraded through 
us. 

Gauscento’s main products are currently : 
 - Balsamic vinegar (brand name Giuseppe Giusti)
 - Olive oil (brand name Quartus)
 - Truffle (brand name Umbria Tartufi)
* We are planning to extend the product line to be more diverse. 

Our main sales channels are retail sales through department stores including on-line stores such 
as :
 - Shinsegae (Head shop, Gangnam)
 - Galleria (Head shop, Hannam)
 - Lotte (Head shop, Jamsil)
 - AK Plaza(Bundang)

For the further information of us, please contact us directly either by e-mail or phone.

Gauscento Co., Ltd.

Wholesale and retail distribution of processed Italian food
(Balsamic vinegar, olive oil, truffle)

G

French Korean Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Foreign Chamber of Commerce

The French Korean Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FKCCI) is a membership-based 
organization created in 1986. It is a member of the worldwide network of French Chambers 
of Commerce operating out of France (CCIFI), which has 124 chambers in 95 countries and 
represents more than 35,700 companies around the world. The FKCCI reached 400 members 
in 2021, a record high in its history, including a large majority of French companies in Korea, 
and Korean companies that have a business relationship with France. 

Missions
FKCCI’s mission is to promote bilateral exchanges and investments between France and 
Korea with all means at its disposal:

• Developing relations between French and Korean businesses
•  Supporting French companies in their approach of the Korean market
•  Supporting Korean companies in their approach of the French market
• Developing communication actions to promote our members’ business and exchanges 

between France and Korea

Activities
FKCCI delivers about 500 business support services a year, including market expertise & 
consulting (market studies, regulatory watch, learning expeditions, specialized conferences, 
marketing strategy,….), market prospection (Start’Export, sales representation, B2B matching, 
networking events…), implantation & development (incubation services including office rental, 
administrative & legal support, lean management, membership, advocacy, …), marketing & 
communication (customized campaigns, event & exhibitions, photo & video studio, …), and HR 
(online talent pool, trainings, …).

5F Nobel Building, 16, Teheran-ro 78-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06194, KOREA
T. +82-2-2268-9505
F. +82-2-2268-9508
E. welcome@fkcci.com
W. www.fkcci.com

G

Cedric LEGRAND
Managing Director
T. +82-2-2268-9505
E. welcome@fkcci.com

David-Pierre JALICON
Chairman
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Ina KANG
Project Manager
T. +82-61-760-5530
E. yoonmink@korea.kr

Daein HWANG
Project Manager
T. +82-61-760-5562
E. calldi@korea.kr

Following the government’s designation of the Gwangyang Bay Area as a free economic zone 
in Korea, the Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone(GFEZ) Authority has been engaged 
in the development and promotion of the GFEZ as the site for a gateway to the Northeast 
Asian market and by extension, to the whole world. 
In particular, GFEZ provides excellent untapped market potentials for all of those 
entrepreneurs interested in leveraging the outstanding industrial infrastructures being laid out 
in the GFEZ, including the Gwangyang Port, the POSCO Gwangyang complex and the Yeosu 
National Petrochemical industrial complex.
GFEZ Authority always welcomes enquiries from external entities or individuals wishing to find 
an ideal site for their business in Korea providing customized consulting services for everyone 
from a draft feasibility study through to the post-investment period of a business in GFEZ.

GFEZ Authority promotes the investment of foreign and domestic companies in the fields 
of logistics, manufacturing related to the steel and fine-chemical, R&D, high-technology and 
tourism & leisure. We also provide administrative services for the companies to invest in the 
Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone that encompasses areas lying within Gwangyang-
si(city), Yeosu-si(city), Suncheon-si(city) in Jeollanam-do(province) and Hadong-gun(county) in 
Gyeongsangnam-do(province).

1100 Indeok-ro, Gwangyang-eup, 
Gwangyang city, Jeonnam,
57741 KOREA
T. +82-61-760-5114
W. www.gfez.go.kr

GWANGYANG BAY AREA FREE
ECONOMIC ZONE AUTHORITY
Steel, fine-chemical, manufacturing

G H

14, Wiryeseong-daero, Songpa-gu,
Seoul, 05545, Korea
T. +82-2-2140-6772
E. chris.cho@hanmi.co.kr

Jonghoon LIM
CEO
T. +82-2-410-0632
E. jonghoonlim@hanmi.co.kr

Chris CHO
Marketing Team Leader
T. +82-2-2140-6772
E. chris.cho@hanmi.co.kr

Hanmi Healthcare constantly strives to make the world healthier with the corporate 
philosophy of humanity and value creation. Hanmi Healthcare co-develops breakthrough 
medical devices with international and domestic partners, provides innovative products 
to hospitals and clinics, as well as manufactures and distributes dietary supplements and 
patented soymilk. Also, Hanmi Healthcare is importer and distributors of premium imported 
F&B including Italian premium truffle, King of Truffles. 
We have been deriving customer satisfaction and competitive advantages by our continuous 
R&D and market exploration to create value in health for humanity. As a trustworthy 
company, we are committed to understand our customers’ needs with the high standard and 
future-oriented management.

Hanmi Healthcare

Whole Soymilk Manufacturer, Import & Distribution of imported F&B
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Dr. J.R. REAGAN
CEO
E. ideaxplorer@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9296-1050

LH East City 104 Dong 2404 Ho, Dong-gu, 
Dongdaejeon-ro 46 beon-gil 30,
Daejeon 34637 KOREA
T. +82-10-9296-1050
E. ideaxplorer@gmail.com
W. www.ideaxplorer.com
Twitter. @IdeaXplorer 
Linkedin. @ideaxplorer 

Korea Technology Insights for the World’s Best Companies
Insightful strategy, research and training at the intersection of Korea Technology, Markets and 
Society. 
Services include:

STRATEGY
Korean Technology Insights, Go-To-Market Strategy, Value-Chain, Digital Transformation 
Mapping, Business Model Innovation, Market Opportunity, Market Entry Strategy and 
Customer Experience (UX/CX).  Technologies covered include: Industry 4.0, Additive 
Manufacturing/3D, Artificial Intelligence, AR/VR/MR/XR, Blockchain, 5G/Mobile, Cloud 
Computing, Big Data, Simulation / Digital Twins, Cybersecurity & Analytics.

RESEARCH
Original, fundamental insights and analysis for clients focused on Korean Technology 
markets. The increasing focus on technology innovations in this area are predicted to hasten 
the growth of the market in the next few years. Covering areas such as growth prospects, 
current trends, and opportunities in the industry 4.0 market,  research helps companies better 
understand the issues and trends that affect companies, industries and markets. 

TRAINING
Half-day, full-day, and multi-day engagements using Design Thinking that help explore 
explore Korean Technology and Society. These Workshops can help design and develop a 
new product, navigate the digital transformation process, decrease time to market, reduce 
friction in the customer journey, position brands in the marketplace. Custom speaking and 
seminars are also available.

Technology Consulting

I

IdeaXplorer Global

H
In June 1973, Hyundai Green Food started the food business of Geum Gang Development 
Industry Co., Ltd., the predecessor of Hyundai Department Store, and has been making efforts 
to fulfill customers' healthy and happy life.

Over 40 years, we have been creating a value of our own food culture by introducing special 
products and services to customers. We have entered into the Middle East's meal service 
business for the first time in the industry and introduced the eco-friendly distribution tracking 
service and management system.

Hyundai Green Food is currently operating EATALY brand in Pangyo and the Hyundai Seoul 
and other various restaurants in Hyundai Department Stores in Korea. 

30, Munin-ro, Suji-gu, Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 16827, KOREA
T. +82-31-525-2437
E. handdata12@naver.com
W. www.hyundaigreenfood.com

Jin Hyuk LEE
EATALY Store manager (Pangyo)
T. +82-31-525-2446
E. ueni72@naver.com
M. +82-10-3226-1861

Young Jun CHOI
EATALY Store manager (Seoul)
T. +82-31-525-2446
E. aidan84@daum.net
M. +82-10-8501-1369

Hyundai Green Food (EATALY)

Eataly, Food service, Restaurants, Retail, Food 
distribution, Wholesaling, Overseas business
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Stefano PIANTONI
Managing Director
T. +82-70-7700-6764
M. +82-10-9418-8093
E. s.piantoni@idscorporation.com

Darang PARK
Administrative Staff
T. +82-2-402-1558
M. +82-10-4176-7907
E. dr.park@idscorporation.com

 Contacts 

DAEJEON HEADQUARTERS
#312-2 Migun Technoworld 1, 199 Techno 
2-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 34025, KOREA
T. +82-42-932-1555 
E. idskr@idscorporation.com
W. www.idscorporation.com/kr

SEOUL OFFICE
#509 Munjeong Hyundai Knowledge 
Industry Center B, 11, Beobwon-ro 11-gil, 
Songpa-gu, Seoul, 05836, KOREA
T. +82-2-402-1558 

IDS Korea Ltd, with offices in Daejeon and Seoul, was formed at the start of 2016 to offer the full range 
of IDS’s technological capabilities and specialized products to the Korean market. These include 
integrated solutions and consultancy services in the electromagnetic, unmanned and radar fields for 
both civil and defense applications.

Specifically, in the field of electromagnetic engineering, IDS provides engineering tools, support, 
measurement systems and advice on optimizing the electromagnetic performance of complex 
platforms. Support is mainly focused toward navies and shipyards as well as the automotive, 
aeronautical and space industries, in the fields of electromagnetic compatibility, antenna systems 
performance evaluation and the reduction and control of radar and infrared signatures.

In the field of unmanned systems, IDS Korea provides a range of aerial and ground based remotely 
operated vehicles in the civil and military fields of humanitarian operations, environmental monitoring, 
disaster control, surveillance and force protection. This also includes advanced ground control systems 
with embedded simulation and training environments.

Finally, in the field of radar systems, IDS Korea offers radar based systems for civil, security and defense 
applications. The civil field mainly covers railway safety systems devoted to level crossing monitoring 
and obstacle detection and alarm generation for high-speed trains. Security applications cover fields 
such as the detection, tracking and identification of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) while the 
defense applications include radar systems for hostile fire location (counter-sniper and counter-mortar) 
and improvised explosive device detection.

Electromagnetic (EM) and Radar Cross Section (RCS) 
Measurement and Analysis

IDS Korea Ltd.

I

556-12, Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-540-0401
E. ilmuretto2019@naver.com
Instragram. @ilmurettosinsa

Biagio APREA
Chef
M. +82-10-2465-4248

‘Il Muretto’ in Italian means ‘low wall’. In all Italians cities, the Italian countryside and Italian 
beaches there are lots of low walls, mostly with hundreds years of history. Most of them were 
originally built to separate private properties, but then in history they became places were 
people would actually seat down to gather, spend time together and to enjoy snacks and 
drinks in the fresh air.

The restaurant is named after those low walls where we spent some of the best times of our 
youth, and we hope to become client’s special ‘low wall’ here in Seoul. 
The chef-owner Biagio Aprea has more than 20 years of experience cooking in various 
restaurants in Italy and working as a trainer and menu developer in Korean food corporations. 
In the menù you can find several authentic dishes from Naples, the chef’s hometown. 

Il Muretto

Italian Restaurant
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Piazzale Marengo, 6 - 20121
Milano, ITALY
T. +39 02 7600 6364
F. +39 02 8715 2990
E. info@insightlegal.it
W. www.insightlegal.it

I

Ju Yeon PARK
Founding & Managing Partner - Attorney at law
T. +39 02 7600 6364
M. +39 347 979 6651
E. jpark@insightlegal.it

Alessandro MEROLLA
Founding Partner - Attorney at law
T. +39 02 7600 6364
M. +39 339 678 5292
E. amerolla@insightlegal.it

Law Firm

Insight Studio Legale

Insight is the first ever Italian-Korean boutique law firm established in Italy and based in 
Milan. Insight supports its clients to start and expand their businesses in Europe and Asia, in 
particular Italy and Korea, providing high quality, creative, and solution-oriented legal services.
The legal practice of Insight focuses on Commercial Law, Intellectual Property Law, IT and 
Media Law, Data Protection Law, Digital Entertainment and Esports, including litigation.
Insight has a wide experience also in liaising clients with business partners for Joint Venture 
projects providing for efficient and tailor-made legal solutions aimed at protecting their 
investments.

Insight is also specialized in assisting clients in litigation cases related to patents, trademarks, 
design, copyright and trade secrets.
Legal services are provided in Korean, Italian, English, German and Spanish languages.

3F, 279, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, 06729 KOREA
T. +82-2-566-2600
E. jeongeun.lee@drinksinter.com
W. www.liquorstore.co.kr

Iljoo KIM
CEO
T. +82-2-566-2600
E. ij.kim@drinksinter.com

Interliquor Inc. was established in May 2020 to distribute premium wine & spirits in Korea. 

Interliquor recently launched one of the globally leading Prosecco brands, Carpenè Malvolti. 
Founded in 1868, known as the ‘’father’’ of the Italian Sparkling Wine, Prosecco. The company 
now has a 6th generation of the family in the business. The family celebrated its 150th 
anniversary in 2018.

An affiliate of Drinks International, who are the exclusive distributor of Imperial Scotch Whisky 
in Korea, a brand owned by Pernod Ricard. In addition, and from 2021 on an exclusive basis, 
representing Mouton Cadet, the #1 Bordeaux premium wine brand from Baron Philippe de 
Rothschild, owners of Chateau Mouton Rothschild. 

The company is growing rapidly and expanding its premium portfolio, including with other 
spirits and premium wine brands. The aim is to become one of the leading liquor companies 
in Korea. A mission to discover and showcase premium international brands with a core of 
“challenge and passion”.

I

Interliquor Inc.

Food and Beverage
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3F Suite 133, K Twin Tower B-Dong
50 Jong-ro 1 gil, Jongno-Gu
Seoul 03142, KOREA
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. seoul.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com
W. www.groupintesasanpaolo.com

The Intesa Sanpaolo is one of the top banking groups in Europe, with a market capitalization 
of 37.2 billion euro (as of 30 December 2020), and is committed to supporting the economy in 
the countries in which it operates, specifically in Italy where it is also committed to becoming 
a reference model in terms of sustainability and social and cultural responsibility.

Intesa Sanpaolo is the leader in Italy in all business areas (retail, corporate, and wealth 
management). The Group offers its services to 14.6million customers through a network of 
approximately 5,360 branches well distributed throughout the country with market shares no 
lower than 12% in most Italian regions.

Intesa Sanpaolo has a strategic international presence, with approximately 1,000 branches 
and 7.2 million customers, comprising subsidiaries operating in commercial banking in 12 
countries in Central Eastern Europe and Middle Eastern and North African areas and an 
international network of specialists in support of corporate customers across 26 countries, in 
particular in the Middle East and North Africa and in those areas where Italian companies are 
most active, such as the United States, Brazil, Russia, India and China.

In Asia, Intesa Sanpaolo has its regional Hub in Hong Kong, with branches in Shanghai, 
Singapore, Sydney and Tokyo, and representative office in Beijing, Mumbai, Ho Chi Min City, 
Jakarta, and Seoul. 

Intesa Sanpaolo

Banking

Nam Hyuk PAIK
Chief Representative
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. seoul.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com 

Sun Hee KANG
Manager
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. seoul.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com

I

3, Sagun-ro, 303beon-gil, Sabong-myeon, 
Jinju-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, 52612, KOREA
T. +82-55-758-5681
F. +82-55-758-5682
E. insa@itr.industries
W. itr.industries

USCO, an Italian company with subsidiaries in six continents, is a leading manufacturer and 
supplier of components for earth-moving machines specializing in undercarriage, G.E.T. (wear 
parts) and repair parts. 
ITR INDUSTRIES TLD, based in Korea, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of USCO specializing in 
the manufacture of undercarriage parts.

Manufacture

ITR INDUSTRIES LTD.

K

Jae Seong YU
Director
T. +82-55-760-1518
F. +82-55-758-5682
E. john.yu@itr.industries
M. +82-10-8713-4071
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Kim & Chang is Korea’s premier law firm. Since our founding in 1973, our proven track record of 
providing highest quality legal services to our clients and delivering “first-of-its-kind” solutions 
to complex legal challenges has set us apart. We are the market leader in all practice areas. 

Today, more than 1,700 professionals – both attorneys and industry/subject matter experts – 
work seamlessly together to pursue excellence and to craft innovative solutions for our clients 
around the world.

39, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, 03170, KOREA
T. +82-2-3703-1114
E. lawkim@kimchang.com
W. www.kimchang.com

Kyungsun Kyle CHOI
Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3703-1119
E. gschoi@kimchang.com
M. +82-10-9658-1591

Francoise LEWALLE
Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3703-1250
E. francoise.lewalle@kimchang.com
M. +82-10-3518-2435

K

Kim & Chang

Legal Services

Chang Yun SONG (Chris SONG)
President
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. chris@junhan.co.kr
M. +82-10-8890 3277

Gwan Soo KIM (Brian KIM)
Director
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. gskim@junhan.co.kr
M. +82-10-4259-4510

2F, KSIC Center, 292,
Dongho-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, 04617, KOREA
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. admin@junhan.co.kr
W. www.lavazzakorea.com

J

Junhan FnC Corp.

Lavazza coffee / import, sales and distribution in Korea

Junhan FnC Corp. has been importing Lavazza coffee as an official distributor in Korea since 
2002.
Opening Lavazza Training Center Seoul in 2007, which is certified by Lavazza Headquarter, 
Junhan FnC Corp. also provides Barista training courses for its customers.
Junhan FnC Corp. has dedicated to spreading authentic Italian espresso culture in Korea and 
has been conducting various marketing activities. As a specialist in this market, we offer you 
the best solution which has been built on our countless experiences over years.
Recently, Junhan FnC Corp. expanded its business to import Gelato machines from Bravo, 
blast freezer from Irinox, and showcase from Orion to spread out Italian style of dessert in 
Korea.
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67, Yanghwa-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, 04047, KOREA
T. +82-2-325-0485
E. kitchen485@gmail.com

Jaeseong TAE
Executive Chef
T. +82-2-325-0485
E. kitchen485@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3043-4889

Located in Hongdae area, kitchen 485 Ltd. is an authentic Italian restaurant, specializing 
in Neapolitan pizza and fresh pasta made by the chef on premises in Seoul. Chef Tae with 
experience of 32 years in the field carefully showcases the art of Italian cuisine. Served sizzling 
hot from the wood-fired oven, the scrumptious pizzas made this fabulous pizzeria with a 
romantic terrace and a cozy interior as one of Top 3 pizzerias in Seoul. In summer, kitchen 485 
offers the best tomato pasta with organic tomatoes grown by the chef himself, but ‘shrimp 
pepper pasta’ is a specialty whatever the season.

K

Kitchen 485 Ltd.

Neapolitan pizza, fresh pasta and 
wood-fired oven steak

The Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry
The Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KGCCI) is the second largest 
foreign chamber of commerce in Korea and has been promoting the economic relations 
between the Federal Republic of Germany and the Republic of Korea since its foundation in 
1981. With the steady rise in bilateral trade to over 30.5 bil. USD and German investments of 
more than 14 bil. USD in Korea, the activities of KGCCI and the demand for its professional 
services have increased accordingly. This is reflected by the growing membership of around 
500 members and a full-time staff of 22 multilingual professionals. 
The chamber provides a wide range of services supporting companies and organizations in 
entering the German and Korean markets through their global service brand “DEinternational”. 
Services include market studies, business partner search, business trip support, tradeshow 
support and the like.
Additionally, KGCCI strongly promotes topics of joint interest between Korea and Germany, 
such as Ausbildung (dual vocational training), innovation, SME and startup cooperations, 
energy transition and female leadership development.

Member of the worldwide German Chamber Network
At 140 locations in 92 countries around the world, the members of the network of the German 
Chambers of Commerce (AHK, short for Auslandshandelskammer in German) offer their 
experience, connections and services to German and foreign companies. AHKs are located 
in all countries which are of special interest for German companies and they are closely 
connected to the Chambers of Industry and Commerce (IHKs) in Germany. Together, they 
support German companies in setting up and extending their business to foreign countries.

Dr. Martin HENKELMANN
President & CEO
T. +82-2-3780-4600
E. mhenkelmann@kgcci.com

 Contacts 

8th Fl., Shinwon Plaza, 85, Dokseodang-ro, 
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 04419, KOREA
T. +82-2-3780-4600
E. mhenkelmann@kgcci.com
W. www.kgcci.com
  www.innovation-award.kr 
Facebook. www.facebook.com/kgcci
Linkedin. www.linkedin.com/company/kgcci

Korean-German Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (KGCCI) – AHK Korea

K
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22 2F Seolleung-ro 153-gil, Sinsa-dong, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-10-8480-8657
E. l-omino@naver.com
W. smartstore.naver.com/lomino
Instagram. @l.omino_henrybeguelin

Kwan Soo LEE
Director 
E. ksl0327@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9506-4799

Teodoro MARANI 
Food Consultant 
E. teodoro.marani@glion.ch
M. +82-10-2191-9511

L’Omino

Restaurant & Food Retail

Italian Dining Restaurant by Henry Beguelin.

 L’Omino is an independent Italian Restaurant, located in the heart of one of the most vibrant 
and trendy areas of Seoul: Apujeong Rodeo. The idea started by the Italian fashion brand 
Henry Beguelin seeking to bond authentic cuisine in a stylish and vibrant environment.

 L’Omino has been conceived with the purpose to offer a 360° Italian experience by immersing 
the customers into an authentic journey of discoveries of the Italian culture through food and 
fashion. 

 In order to achieve these objectives, cooking classes are continuously scheduled to transport 
the customers into the lifestyle, the “know-how” and the habits that characterise Italian food 
customs. Moreover, a unique selection of food excellences are available for sale, expressing 
our constant research and commitment to deliver a genuine and memorable experiences. 

 L’Omino has been designed to create a modern and international atmosphere, starting from a 
seasonal menu, a sophisticated wine selection, a glamorous hidden terrace and the numerous 
events that characterise the dynamic ambiance. 

L

Hyun Sik KIM
CEO
T. +82-2-771-1000

LOTTE HOTELS & RESORTS, the largest hotel group in Korea, has gone on to acquire a 
brand portfolio ranging from SIGNIEL, the company’s premium landmark hotel brand; 
LOTTE HOTELS, a classic upper upscale hotel; L7 Hotels, a lifestyle hotel; LOTTE City Hotels, 
a hotel optimized for business travelers; and LOTTE Resorts for family travelers, satisfying 
a wide variety of travelers’ needs. Its Korean hospitality service, which puts guests first, 
has transformed them into South Korea’s most iconic hotels. Currently LOTTE HOTELS & 
RESORTS operates 32 properties in and outside Korea. 20 hotels and resorts are domestically 
operated, with 10 in Seoul(SIGNIEL SEOUL, LOTTE HOTEL SEOUL, LOTTE HOTEL WORLD, 
L7 MYEONGDONG, L7 GANGNAM, L7 HONGDAE, LOTTE City Hotel Mapo, LOTTE City 
Hotel Gimpo Airport, LOTTE City Hotel Myeongdong, and LOTTE City Hotel Guro), two in 
Busan(SIGNIEL BUSAN and LOTTE HOTEL BUSAN), two in Ulsan (LOTTE HOTEL ULSAN and 
LOTTE City Hotel Ulsan), three in Jeju(LOTTE HOTEL JEJU, LOTTE City Hotel Jeju, and LOTTE 
Resort Jeju Art Villas), one in Daejeon(LOTTE City Hotel Daejeon), one in Buyeo(LOTTE Resort 
Buyeo), and one in Sokcho(LOTTE Resort Sokcho).
 
Backed by its successful operations in the domestic hospitality industry, LOTTE HOTELS & 
RESORTS is expanding beyond Asia to become a global brand by continuously developing 
and seeking innovation to improve its services and facilities. 12 hotels and resorts have 
expanded globally, thus operating three hotels in the U.S.(LOTTE NEW YORK PALACE, LOTTE 
HOTEL SEATTLE, and LOTTE HOTEL GUAM), four in Russia(LOTTE HOTEL MOSCOW, LOTTE 
HOTEL ST.PETERSBURG, LOTTE HOTEL SAMARA, and LOTTE HOTEL VLADIVOSTOK), two in 
Vietnam(LOTTE HOTEL SAIGON and LOTTE HOTEL HANOI), one in Myanmar(LOTTE HOTEL 
YANGON), one in Uzbekistan(LOTTE City Hotel Tashkent Palace),  and one in Japan(LOTTE 
ARAI RESORT).

LOTTE HOTEL 
CO., LTD
Hotels

30, Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul,
04533, KOREA
T. +82-2-771-1000
W. www.lottehotel.com

L
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Eyewear

Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury, sports 
and performance eyewear. The company, which started its journey in the 1960’s, transformed 
eyeglass frames from a necessary medical device into a desirable fashion accessory and 
vehicle for self-expression. This revolution helped to create a growing consumer appetite and 
demand for premium branded frames around the world. 

Among its core strengths, a strong and well-balanced brand portfolio includes proprietary 
brands such as Ray-Ban, one of the world's best-known eyewear brands, Oakley, one of the 
leading product design and sport performance brands globally, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver 
Peoples, Alain Mikli and Arnette, and prestigious licensed brands such as Giorgio Armani, 
Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Dolce&Gabbana, DKNY, Ferrari, Michael Kors, Miu Miu, Prada, Ralph 
Lauren, Starck Eyes, Tiffany & Co., Tory Burch, Valentino and Versace.

Luxottica has developed a geographic footprint that spans 150 countries, all of which are 
covered by the Group’s wholesale distribution network. This is complemented by an extensive 
retail network of approximately 9,000 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North 
America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin America, Salmoiraghi&Viganò 
in Italy and Sunglass Hut worldwide.

Alessio FERRARESSO
President
T. +82-2-501-4553

38F Asem Tower, 517
Yeongdong-daero, Samseong 1(il)-dong,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-501-4553
E. Info@kr.luxottica.com
W. www.luxottica.com

Luxottica Korea

L

June PAIK
Country Manager
T. +82-2-501-4553

 Contacts 

Mapei Korea Ltd.

The production of adhesives and 
chemical products for building

Founded in Milan in 1937, Mapei is today’s world leader in the production of adhesives 
and chemical products for building. Starting in the 1960’s Mapei put its strategy of 
internationalization into action in order to have maximum proximity to the needs of local 
markets and reduce shipping costs to a minimum. The Group now counts 68 subsidiaries with 
58 production facilities in operation over 27 countries and 5 continents.

In 2011, Mapei Group has completed the acquisition of all activities regarding adhesives and 
products for the building industry carried out by Henkel in South Korea.

The acquisition has been made through a new company, Mapei Korea that now has offices in 
Seoul and a production facility in Chungcheongbuk-do, the 58th plant of Mapei Group.

Through this acquisition, Mapei intends to strongly increase its presence in South Korea, one 
of the most technologically advanced countries on the global scene, and create a production 
base for the North Pacific zone.

Mapei continues its growth trend, which was not interrupted even during the recent 
global crisis, to confirm its winning strategy of specialization, internationalization and high 
commitment to research and development, with the aim of obtaining world leadership, 
already achieved in certain sectors.

Kil Suk KANG
General Manager
T. +82-2-2155-2000
E. ks.kang@mapei.co.kr

CHEONAN PLANT & HEAD OFFICE
46, 5sandan 6-ro, Susin-myeon,
Dongnam-gu, Cheonan-si, 
Chungcheongnam-do, KOREA
T. +82-41-529-1700

SEOUL OFFICE
12F Hibrand, 16, Maeheon-ro,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-2199-2000
W. www.mapei.co.kr / www.mapei.com

M
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Marposs Company Limited Korea is part of the global group of Marposs companies leaders in 
the world for the development, manufacturing and supply of standard and custom measuring 
solutions to assure the quality of machined parts at each stage of the production process.

Marposs Headquarter was founded in Italy by Mr. Mario Possati in 1952 and following the 
Company philosophy of reaching and supporting our Customers everywhere in the world, 
Marposs Korea was established in 1986 to grant the after sales service of Marposs gauges 
attached to Machine Tools imported from abroad.

Today, with an organization that counts more than 65 people employed in our Sales and After 
Sales service offices in Pangyo, Ulsan, Changwon, Daejeon and Pangyo manufacturing facility, 
we grant the local strength to work with both end users and machine tool makers, from the 
development stage of a project through the implementation of long term service support.

Our staff is constantly educated in Korea and in our Italian Head Quarter to assure the 
necessary competence to offer quality technical support and metrology consulting.

Marposs Korea activities cover the sales and service support, as well as the training of customers 
to use and maintain Marposs products. Furthermore, to best suit the Korean customer 
specification and needs, the company has developed local manufacturing capability, combining 
Marposs original and advanced gauging solutions with locally customized aplications.

Marposs Company Limited

Measuring Equipment

Francesco FUSSI
President
T. +82-31-8038-8301
E. francesco.fussi@kr.marposs.com
M. +82-10-4309-2809

Hyun Mi SHIM
G&A Manager
T. +82-31-8038-8302
E. hyunmi.shim@kr.marposs.com
M. +82-10-9092-7270

3/4F, JS Tower, 184, Pangyoyeok-ro, 
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 13524, KOREA
T. +82-31-8038-8300
W. www.marposs.com

M

Mazars Sebit Korea

Audit, Accounting, Tax, Consulting Services

Seung Ha PARK
Managing Director
T. +82-2-3438-2406
E. seung-ha.park@mazars.kr

Julien HERVEAU
Managing Partner, International 
Desk
T. +82-2-3438-2431
E. julien.herveau@mazars.kr

Mazars is an international, integrated and independent firm, specialising in audit, accountancy, 
advisory, tax services and legal services. We assist clients of all sizes, from SMEs to mid-caps 
and global conglomerates, as well as start-ups and public bodies at every stage of their 
development. 

As of January 1, 2021, we operate in over 90 countries and territories around the world, we 
draw on the expertise of more than 42,000 professionals – 26,000+ in Mazars’ integrated 
partnership and 16,000+ via the Mazars North America Alliance – to assist clients of all sizes at 
every stage in their development.

Mazars Korea is a well-established professional service firm in Korea with a strong focus 
on international companies. We have a team of around 80 professionals including Korean, 
English, French, German as well as Japanese and Chinese speaking professionals providing a 
wide range of services such as Audit, Tax, Accounting, Payroll and Financial Advisory.

Mazars Sebit Korea
19th Floor, The Prime Tower, 11 wonhyo-ro
90 gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-3438-2400
E. julien.herveau@mazars.kr
W. www.mazars.kr

M
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UN Village GIL 14, Yongsan-Gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-749-2900

Dong Hui HWANG 
Owner Chef
E.ultrahwang@hotmail.com
M. +82-10-2085-1853

O MANGIA

Italian Restaurant

When people are living, one of the indelible things is ‘Eating’. Referred the name of OMANGIA, 
has a firm of insistence to let the customer takes a valuable meal. 

OMANGIA produces the variety of traditional Italian Food within the local ingredient. Fresh, 
and Day-by-Day Seafood Platter, MARE MISTI from Ko-Sung, Tong-Young, and Jeju. High 
quality of Traditional Italian Style Domestic storable Salami. Delicious Pizza from the Oak 
Brazier. Wonderful self-Dry Aging T-bone, Tomahawk.

About Chef Hwang
Grano - Second chef
Villa Quaranta in Verona - Main
Antico in Vancouber - Executive chef
Piuzza in Seoul - Executive chef
O Mangia in Seoul - Owner chef

Italian Restaurant

Moon Hyun KIM
Owner Chef
E. fly2moonn@naver.com
M. +82-10-4940-3058

Seungin CHOI
Sous chef
T. +82-43-222-1117
E. choischol923@gmail.com
M. +82-10-4007-4780

Bukmoonro2 130-6, Sangdang-gu, 
Cheongju-si, Chungcheongbook-do,
KOREA
T. +82-043-222-1117
E. osteriamoon@naver.com
instagram. @osteria_moon

The history of Osteria Moon began in a quiet alley of Cheong-Ju in the winter of 2017 thanks 
to the teamwork of resident chefs, managers and cooks.

Osteria Moon represents the perfect mix of Italian traditional cuisine inspired by Cheong-
Ju identity and the staff experiences and influences. The travels of Chef Kim in Italy and 
especially in Umbria are, for example, one of the major inspirations for his creativity.

The menu offers a wide choice of unique delicacies with a special care for local and fresh 
ingredients. Among the signature dishes, the charcoal smoked meat is a real sensation.

Osteria Moon is also socially involved running a non-profit organization (Force for Food) which 
goal is to offer gourmet experiences to those families living in the Chungcheongbuk-do area 
who could not afford them.

O

Osteria Moon
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67, 1 floor, Mark-ro, Seo-gu,
Gwangju, KOREA
T. +82-62-374-2427
E. keast111@hanmail.net
Instagram. @restaurant_osteriamoon_

#602, Palace IV, King’s Garden,
73 Naesu-dong, Jongro-gu,
Seoul 03174 KOREA
T. +82-2-719-0011
E, gianluca.novelli@pneconsulting.co.kr
W. www.pneconsulting.co.kr

Seung Ho YOU
Owner
E. keast111@hanmail.net
M. +82-10-8745-2988

Sunnie HONG
CEO & Principal Consultant
T. +82-2-719-0011
E. shong@pneconsulting.co.krMoon Hyun KIM

Chef
E. fly2moonn@gmail.com
M. +82-10-4940-3058

Gianluca NOVELLI
Industrial Engineering Leader / Director
E. gianluca.novelli@pneconsulting.co.kr
M. +82-10-9337-0571

O
Osteria moon Gwang-ju is located in Gwangju, a city of culture and arts. As a traditional 
Italian restaurant, the goal of Osteria is to present variety of Italian food and culture

The motto of our restaurant is to cook with the finest ingredients from the region since we 
believe that fresh ingredients fill 95% of the plate.
Not only do we use fresh local ingredients, we also ship high quality ingredients from Italy 
which makes traditional Italian recipes possible to taste at our restaurant 'Osteria moon’. 
Moreover, a wood fired oven is prepared in the kitchen to manage more Italian traditional 
dishes. 

Altogether, Osteria moon offers customers to experience and enjoy authentic Italian culture 
with great wines picked by professional sommelier.

P&E Consulting, Inc. is a 25-year-old executive search firm born in Korea, well-vested in global 
standard of top-management and professionals recruitment service and talent acquisition 
covering wide-ranged sectors of industries in and out Korea. 

P&E means 'Positive & Effective', and has been serving over 3,900 corporate clients including 
Italians since 1996, supporting 'maximize business success and competitive edge' of our 
clients in the different target market through long years proven insight, trustful service, and 
accumulated professional knowledge. 

Our 1:1 customized service and multinational teams composed of proficient Korean experts 
and foreign consultants are sharp to understand our clients well and serve most efficiently for 
different requirements and needs.

Osteria Moon Gwang Ju

Italian Restaurant HR/Recruiting, Executive Search, Talent Acquisition
Market Research, HR Training, C&B

P&E Consulting, Inc.

P
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3F Twin Bldg., 244 Itaewon-ro,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul,
04400, KOREA
T. +82-2-3019-6000 
W. www.peroniitaly.com

Bowon HYUN
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-3019-6083
E. Bowon.Hyun@ae-brands.co.kr
C.+82-10-9086-3448

Chuljae PARK
Brand Ambassador
T. +82-2-3019-6040
E. Chuljae.Park@ae-brands.co.kr
M. +82-10-4965-3376

Peroni Nastro Azzurro, the No. 1 premium Italian beer with a pursuit of classy life style, is 
enjoyed in more than 70 countries worldwide. It is a super-premium Italian lager, with a clean 
body and a refreshing aroma from the Mediterranean.

Brewed in Italy and available in the most stylish bars and restaurants across Korea, Peroni 
Nastro Azzurro captures the Italian spirit: a passion for the high standard of craftsmanship.

PERONI KOREA

Beer Company

P

 Contacts 

1F, 242 Jahamun-ro, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, Korea
E. info@paolodemaria.com
W. www.paolodemaria.com
Facebook. paolodemaria fine trattoria
Instagram. paolodeamariafinetrattoria

E. ifsekorea@gmail.com
W. www.ifsekorea.com
Facebook. IFSE Korea 입세코리아

Instagram. @ifsekorea

Genie Choi DE MARIA
CEO & Owner
E. hoorayforgenie@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9056-0065

Paolodemaria ltd is a company that moves in the sector of gastronomic culture and Italian cuisine.  It 
was founded in 2010 to educate and experience the real Italian cuisine to Korean by Paolo De Maria, 
the owner chef and chief professor in various Korean cooking schools and his own Italian Culinary 
Institute IFSE Korea.
Paolo De Maria, the only Italian cook in Korea up to now, published in 2008 the cook book “Pasta 
e Basta” which was the best seller cookbook for 2 years with a circulation of 18,000 copies sold, still 
used today in various colleges and culinary universities.
He was awarded the Honorary Citizenship of Seoul for his professional and educational merits.
He has participated in several television and documentary programs and has been recognized by 
public opinion as the most influential and well-known Italian chef operating in Korea.
During the 2018 Winter Olympics and Paralympics in Pyeongchang, he was consultant and chef in 
charge of the Paralympic House Italy.
He organized numerous cultural, gastronomic and commercial events in collaboration with the most 
important Italian institutions in Korea, such as the Italian Embassy in Seoul, the Institute for Foreign 
Trade and the Italian Institute of Culture.
Paolo De Maria's journey here in Korea has always been oriented on two different fronts:
-The commercial sector with the paolodemaria Fine Trattoria restaurant.
-The educational sector with the IFSE Korea coocking academy.
The company also deals with planning consultancy and external projects.
To date, thanks to the training courses of Italian Haute Cuisine, IFSE Korea prepares many Korean 
students for Italian gastronomic culture and organizes the training course at the Italian Culinary 
Institute IFSE, in Italy, a school officially recognized by the Presidency of the Italian Republic as  
"Italian excellence".
The paolodemaria Fine Trattoria restaurant is recognized by gastronomic guides as a reference 
point for original Italian cuisine, where tradition continuously evolves in a modern key thanks to the 
creativity of Chef Paolo De Maria.
It has been included by the Gambero Rosso gastronomic guide among the "Top Italian Restaurants 
in Seoul" and since 2018 the 2 forks have been recognized.

P

Paolodemaria Co., Ltd.

Food & Beverage / Education
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Lakesky 302&303, 17 Dongtan-daero 6-gil,
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA
T. +82-31-377-7896
E. info@ristoranteplin.com
W. www.ristoranteplin.com
Instagram. @ristoranteplin

Soobin LEE
Owner
T. +82-10-9715-4560
E. soobin4560@gmail.com

Federico SCOTTI
Head Chef
T. +82-10-7376-4560
E. federicoscotti@hotmail.it

Located in Dongtan Lakepark, Hwaseong, restaurant PLIN is established in 2019 planned to 
provide the true taste and the culture of Italy. 
The name PLIN comes from the ravioli named agnolotti del plin which represents the typical 
dish of Piemonte region.

Head chef Federico Scotti intends to provide the taste of Piemonte as well as other regional 
cusine of Italy to Dongtan and nearer residents.
With the experiences of finest restaurants in Italy, Denmark, France and Australia, Chef Scotti 
gives true Italian yet modern style of the new generation of Italy. 
With seasonally chosen menus, PLIN shows the freshest and vibrant dish to meet every 
quarters’ exciting changes.

In addition to the restaurant business, PLIN has just started in retailing, under the name of La 
Bottega del Plin, introducing grissini to instill part of Italian to Korean consumers through on 
and off line. 
La Bottega del Plin also aims to broaden its number of goods to introduce the fine and 
genuine culture of Italy.

PLIN is ready to create a great sensation to inform the society what authentic Italian is.

PLIN

Italian Restaurant

P

 Contacts 

6th Fl, The Hyundai Seoul, 108,
Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-3445-1926 
T. +82-2-3443-1970

Yoon Geun EO
Owner Chef
T. +82-2-3445-1926
E. ngeurope@hotmail.com
M. +82-10-8477-8678

Gwang Hun BAE
Managing director
T. +82-2-3445-1926
E. snoopybae@gmail.com
M. +82-10-6205-8677

Chef owned restaurant with the chef who has 7 years of work experience in Italy.

The restaurant serves modern tasting menu with solid techniques. From the ground floor it is 
also available to have typical Italian dishes as an a la carte and with prior reservation specific 
a la carte or party menu’ as well.
Its wine list offers 160 different quality wines with DOCG and IGT wines.

By using DOP product, seasonal seafood, fresh vegetables and carefully chosen organic meat, 
the restaurant thoroughly executes true Italian food.

R

Ristorante EO

Restaurant
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SAES Getters Korea Corporation

Electronic Business: getters for LCD, OLED, Solar Cells, Lamps, VIPs

S

7F, Dongwon Bldg., 7, Teheran-ro 77-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06159, KOREA
T. +82-2-3404-2400
E. saeskorea@saes-group.com
W. www.saesgetters.co.kr

Se Gwang JIN
General Manager
T. +82-2-3404-2410
E. segwang_jin@saes-group.com
M. +82-10-5380-0342

Jae Hak KIM
Sales Manager
T. +82-2-3404-2420
E. jaehak_kim@saes-group.com
M. +82-10-9087-5391

Pioneering the development of the getter technology, the SAES Getters Group is the world 
leader in a variety of scientific and industrial applications where stringent vacuum conditions 
or ultra high pure gases are required. For the last sixty years, our getter solutions have been 
fostering and supporting technological innovation in the information display and lamp 
industries, in ultra high vacuum systems, in a wide range of electrnic device-based applications, 
and in the vacuum thermal insulation.

The Group also delivers solutions for ultra-purity gas handling to the semiconductor, fiber 
optics and other hi-tech markets. By leveraging the core competence in special metallurgy and 
material science, the SAES Getters Group faces the 21st century challenge and broadens its 
corporate vision.

Year 2004 marks the Group’s decision to expand its business in the advanced material niche 
markets, with the introduction of: shape memory alloys for the automotive, transportation and 
electronic appliance industries; getters for MEMS and microelectronic hermetically packaged 
devices. An outstanding Research& Development structure, based at the Group’s Headquarters 
in Milan, Italy, is committed to technology excellence and keeps the Group at the forefront in 
innovation quality.

A total production capacity distributed at 14 manufacturing plants spanning across 3 continents, 
a worldwide-based sales and service network, more than 1000 employees allow the Group to 
combine multicultural resources, skills and expertise to form a truly global enterprise, capable to 
best support customers around the world, 24 hours a day. SAES Getters has been listed on the 
Italian Stock Exchange Market since 1986. Find out more about our technologies, products, past 
achievements and future directions by downloading the SAES Getters corporate brochure.

4 Wiryesung-dearo,12gil,
Songpa-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-420-9523
E. Beckyshin0924@gmail.com
Instagram. @salondejoo

Emilio BROSO
Owner Chef
E. e-broso@hotmail.com
M. +82-10-6556-0587

Hyeyoung SHIN
Director
E. Beckyshin0924@gmail.com
M. +82-10-6556-0620

Salon De Joo is an Italian restaurant located in Bangi-dong and run by Sicilian owner/chef 
Emilio Broso with his over 20 years of experience.

Chef Emilio cooks with passion to give Italian and Korean customers the true taste of italian 
cuisine and make them feel like home.

The menu offers a wide choice of signature dishes as well as weekly desserts and special 
recipes to satisfy all palates. Salon De Joo offers a friendly and relaxed atmosphere and it is 
perfect place where you are planning a family gathering or you want a glass of wine or beer 
with colleagues after work.

Salon De Joo

Hospitality

S
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Salotto Sangsu

Italian Cuisine

42-12, Dongmak-ro 19-gil, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea
T. +82-2-3144-4968
E. sjlee3749@gmail.com
Instagram. @salotto_sangsu_official

Salotto sangsu, which was opened in March 2016, is having the atmosphere of the “small living 
room” of the invited friend’s house.
While taking advantage of the characteristics of the Mediterranean cuisine, which gives the 
original taste of raw materials, it offers creative cuisine inspired by Italian traditional local food 
and chef’s life in Italy.
In addition, wines that make Italian cuisine even more delicious are carefully selected by an 
Italian certified sommelier chef to help you complete your food.
Salotto sangsu will be with your memories of Italian food.

Seo Jeong LEE
Owner chef
E. sjlee3749@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9003-0881

100 Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul 04386, KOREA
T. +82-2-3781-3131
W. www.pwc.com/kr

PwC Samil is the Korean member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), the world’s leading 
professional services firm which helps organisations and individuals create the value they are 
looking for. PwC is a network of firms in 157 countries with more than 276,000 people who are 
committed to delivering quality in audit, tax and advisory services.

PwC Samil is the largest professional services firm in Korea and has 3,200 employees 
providing a comprehensive range of business advisory services including audit, tax, consulting 
and deal services.

PwC Samil also has a European Business Group in Korea which is comprised of experienced 
professionals from Europe, with extensive Europe/Korea cross-border experience and a deep 
understanding of the issues commonly faced by European multinationals investing and doing 
business in Korea.

PwC Samil and the European Business Group are here to help you expand successfully in 
Korea, operate efficiently and achieve your overall business objectives.

Samil PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Professional Services - Audit, Deal, Tax, Consulting

S

Daniel FERTIG
Partner, Audit & Advisory
T. +82-2-709-8714
E. daniel.fertig@pwc.com

Robert BROWELL
Partner, Tax
T. +82-2-709-8896
E. robert.browell@pwc.com

Paul SHON
Senior Manager, Audit & Advisory
T. +82-2-3781-9099
E. paul.sy.shon@pwc.com
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Airport Logistics Park G3 block,
97-49, Gonghangdong-ro 296,
beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon,
22379, KOREA
T. +82-32-744-0300
E. info.korea@dbschenker.com
W. www.dbschenker.com/kr

Schenker Korea Ltd. was established in 1997, having had a presence in Korea since 1972.

With 76,000 employees and about 2,000 locations around the world DB Schenker is one 
of the world’s leading providers of integrated logistics services, offering land transport, air 
and ocean freight as well as comprehensive logistics solutions and global supply chain 
management from a single source.

DB Schenker is a Deutsche Bahn AG company.

Schenker Korea Ltd.

Logistics and Distribution, International Air and Ocean Freight,
Fairs & Exhibitions and Domestic & Special Transports

S

405, 7-21, Crystal-ro 74beon-gil, Seo-gu, 
Incheon, Republic of Korea, 22760
T. +82-32-362-6200
E. shkorea@shsolution.com
W. www.shsolution.kr

Hansang KIM
President
E. shkorea7581@gmail.com
M. +82-10-7569-4455

Dogyoon KIM
Sales Manager
E. dgkim8176@gmail.com
C +82-10-5021-8176

SH Solution was established in 2009 as an engineering support group and has grown as 
an international business supporting group. Since our establishment, SH Solution has been 
striving to provide professional solutions in the field of production technology and parts 
design so that customers have competitiveness and success in their field.

SH Solution has two divisions; design team & agency 
SH solution has a design team including project manager, product engineer, designers to 
perform the technical service to develop the product. 
Agency introduces highly qualified global partners to the appropriate customers.
SH Solution is now specialized in the automotive industry but expands our business to other 
areas like electronics and commercial as well. 

SH Solution is doing our best to rapidly respond to the customer’s needs and will wisely 
overcome changing trade environments and also develop new business fields continuously to 
prepare to take off for the future.

S

SH Solution

Engineering service & Trading agency

Dirk LUKAT
CEO
T. +82-2-3140-0801
E. dirk.lukat@dbschenker.com

Minsun LEE
Route Development Manager – Italy
T. +82-2-3140-0991 
E. min-sun.lee@dbschenker.com
C. +82-10-9178-9173

Shana CHO
Sr. Executive Assistant to CEO and 
Corporate Communications Administrator
T. +82-2-3140-0867
E. shana.cho@dbschenker.com
C. +82-10-2625-2348
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Sangil CHO
Outlet Manager 
T. +82-2-3430-8630
E. sicho@parnas.co.kr

Luca CARRINO
Chef de Cuisine
T. +82-2-3430-8330
E. luca@parnas.co.kr

524, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06164, KOREA
T. + 82-2-3430-8630
E. skylounge@parnas.co.kr
W. www.iccoex.com

Located on the top floor, Sky Lounge is the perfect place to enjoy the ever changing view of 
the city.
Recognized by the Italian government with the Ospitalita Italiana certification, Sky Lounge is 
renowned for authentic Italian cuisine.
Indulge in fine gourmet presentations by Executive Chef Luca Carrino, complemented with 
premium wines and a stunning cityscape from the top of the hotel at level 30.

Sky Lounge Italian restaurant & bar 
InterContinental SEOUL COEX
Restaurant business

S

Boutique Monaco 1606,
Seocho-daero 397, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-597-7931
E. sf@sognofactory.com

Jai Yoon KIM
Representative Director
T. +82-2-597-7931
E. sf@sognofactory.com

S
Sogno Factory Inc is a fabric manufacturing company founded in 2001.

It has already been received credit for its high quality and precise production management.
We also supply fabrics to more than a hundred domestic brands and deals with well known 
brands in Asia and Europe.

It would be great if we can communicate with more Italian companies through ITCCK.

Sogno Factory Inc.

Fabric Manufacturing Company
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S
We support corporations which want to initiate or strengthen the business environment 
between Spain and South Korea, improving the relationship of trade and culture.

OBJECTIVES:
•To promote relationships between South Korea and Spain.

•To offer ESCCK’s members a platform to exchange information and experiences and to 
communicate and interact with Public and Private entities and people in South Korea by 
means of networking night, seminars, conferences, reception, etc.

•To develop commercial opportunities for our members, especially between industrial and 
service sectors.

•To promote events to reinforce and improve the image of Spain in South Korea. In general, 
any other lawful activity related to the promotion of business and/or cultural ties between 
South Korea and Spain.

Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Korea 
(ESCCK) Cámara Oficial de Comercio Española en Corea del Sur

International Business

Minah OH
Secretary General
E. secretary.general@escck.com
M. +82-10-2440-1480

Enrique VILAPLANA
President
E.enrique.vilaplana@escck.com
M. +82-10-8972-8280

#153, Floor L, 17, Seocho-daero 55-gil, 
Seocho-gu, Seoul, 04637 KOREA
T. +82-10-2440-1480
E. info@escck.com
W. www.escck.com

1F, 586 Gangnam-daero,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul,
06043, KOREA
W. www.stellarantics.com

Henryk Rick HEYMANN
CEO
E. rick@stellarantics.com
M. +82-10-2811-6566

Stellar Antics Entertainment And Media Group is an Entertainment Company founded in 2015 
by Henryk “Rick” Heymann.
The company is focused on Music Production, International Artist Collaborations, 
Product Placement for Dramas/Movies, Celebrity Marketing and DJ and Artist Bookings 
and Management. Entertainment Company Clients include SM Entertainment, Cube 
Entertainment, Woollim Entertainment, Big Hit Entertainment, CJ Entertainment, P Nation, 
FNC Entertainment, JYP Entertainment, MNH Entertainment, Beat Interactive, to name a few.
Hotel Clients include Mondrian Hotel Seoul, Seoul Dragon City – Novotel/ Ibis Hotels, with 
more hotel clients on the way.

S

Stellar Antics Entertainment And Media Group

Entertainment/Music Production/Marketing
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Embassy of Sweden
Danam Building 8th FL. 
10 Sowol-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul 04527, KOREA

T. +82-10-3755-0423
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com
W. www.scckkorea.com

Alex HA
General Manager
T. +82-10-3755-0423
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com

Richard MOLIN
Chairman
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com

The Chamber’s main goal is to act as a platform and a common voice for Sweden related 
businesses in South Korea. In this dynamic and fast developing market there is a constant 
need to be updated on the latest changes in regulations, economic and political situation, 
human resource, business and markets trends. SSCK regularly organizes seminars, working-
group meetings and other events in order to update and inform our members on recent 
developments and give the opportunity to network and share experiences among members. 
We are also working very closely with the Swedish Embassy and Business Sweden on various 
issues such as trade policies, FTA agreement with the EU and other different industry matters 
to increase awareness and support our members.

Objectives
SCCK strives to promote the exchange of ideas, experiences, networking and business 
between Sweden and South Korea by
•  Promoting development of Swedish trade, business and investment in Korea
•  Being the representative of the Swedish business community in Korea
•  Acting as the bridge between the Korean and Swedish business communities
•  Providing a platform for members to meet for business and social networking
•  Working closely with the Swedish Embassy and Business Sweden in South Korea, other 

Swedish Chambers of Commerce in Asia, as well as other Chambers of Commerce, trade, 
and industry, their association and official trade bodies in Korea and in Sweden 

Membership
The SCCK welcomes any Swedish/Swedish related companies in Korea, as well as companies 
in Sweden, with ambition to establish a footprint in Korea to join us.

S

Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Korea 
(SCCK)
Non-profit organization

'Trattoria Cena' is a restaurant established with a passion about Italian food culture, and run 
by chefs and managers who have worked with Italians for many years.

'Cena' is a place where we try to bring out the original taste of Italian cuisine using only salt 
and cheese and always present a new menu by sourcing fresh ingredients directly from  the 
local grocery market.

Claudio Sungjin OH
Manager, Sommelier
E. Ohsungjin7@naber.com
M. +82-10-8020-3444

Simone JOUNG
Chef
E. jounghaha@naver.com
M. +82-10-8140-7002

1F 103 Gwanak-ro 14-gil, Gwanak-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-70-7755-7707
E. Ohsungjin7@naver.com
Instagram. @trattoria_cena

T

Trattoria CENA
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T

Via Calepina, 13 – 38122 Trento, ITALY
T. +39-0461-887111
F. +39-0461-887286
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it
W. www.tn.camcom.it

The Trento Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Handcraft provides Trentino 
companies with a series of institutional services ranging from information to general 
assistance, with the aim of facilitating entry into international markets.

TRENTO: CAMERA DI COMMERCIO I.A.A. 

Non-profit organization

Luca TRENTINAGLIA
Dirigente
T. +39-0461-887375
F. +39-0461-887286
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it

Adriano TENUTI
Direttore Ufficio Commercio e 
Ambiente
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it

U
UniCredit is a simple successful Pan European Commercial Bank, with a fully plugged in 
Corporate & Investment Banking (CIB), delivering a unique Western, Central and Eastern 
European network to its extensive and growing client franchise. 

UniCredit Corporate & Investment Banking serves 1,500 multinational corporates and key 
financial institutions and supports the group's corporate banking units in delivering services to 
600,000 corporate and public sector clients. We also deliver investment solutions for UniCredit's 
retail and private banking clients.

By focusing on banking that matters, we offer local and international expertise, providing 
unparalleled access to market leading products and services in 13 core markets through our 
European banking network. Leveraging on an international network of representative offices 
and branches, UniCredit serves clients in another 18 countries worldwide. 

At home throughout Europe, we are the partner of choice for our clients' increasingly 
sophisticated demand for Corporate Banking and Transaction Services, Structured Finance, 
Capital Markets and Investment Products. We offer local expertise as well as international 
reach and accompany our clients globally. We are a leading corporate lender and underwriter 
in Europe with over EUR 300 billion of loans to clients. As a leader in Debt and Trade Finance, 
we consistently rank in the top three positions in league tables for Combined Loans and Bonds 
in Euros and are recognized as a Trade Finance Powerhouse in Western, Central and Eastern 
Europe.

8th Fl., FKI Tower, 24, Yeoui-daero, 
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 07320, KOREA
T. +82-2-318-3330
E. seoul@unicredit.eu
W. www.unicreditgroup.eu

Jae Woong PARK
Chief Representative 
T. +82-2-318-3330
E. seoul@unicredit.eu

UniCredit Bank AG, 
Seoul Representative Office
Banking, Financial Services
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Parnas Tower, 38F, 521 Teheran-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06164, KOREA
T. +82-2-528-5200
E. mail@yulchon.com
W. www.yulchon.com

Yulchon LLC was founded in 1997 following the meaning of Yulchon: “Lawyer’s Village”—Top 
legal experts come together and combine their talents to create a village of lawyers. Since its 
foundation, Yulchon has achieved continuous growth through its own efforts without making any 
merger or acquisition deal to become one of Korea’s prominent law firms. 

Based on diverse experience in all major practice areas including Corporate & Finance, Antitrust, 
Dispute Resolution, Tax, Real Estate & Construction, Intellectual Property, Labor and Overseas 
Investment, Yulchon’s professionals have provided their clients with the highest quality of legal 
services as promptly and accurately as possible. Particularly, with its unique teamwork-based 
system combined with expertise in all practice fields and cooperative culture, Yulchon has played 
a leading role in the development of Korea’s industries and legal market.

As an effort to seek overseas expansion, Yulchon has operated offices in China, Russia, Vietnam, 
Myanmar and Indonesia and established a collaborative system with global leading law firms to 
demonstrate its capabilities as a global player.

Yulchon strives to provide exceptional legal services for our clients based on the values of 
‘Commitment to Client’ and ‘Creative Innovation’ and become one of Korea’s top law firms by 
taking a proactive approach to the opening of the legal market and the rapidly changing legal 
field.

6 Countries 550+ Lawyers and Advisors 7 Offices 65+ Foreign Legal Counsel

Y

Yulchon LLC

Legal Services

Bong Hee HAN
Partner
T. +82-2-528-5206
E. bhhan@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-3757-8287

Chung-In Anthony CHOI
Partner - Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-528-5073
E. achoi@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-3737-3969

Moritz WINKLER
Partner - Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-528-5483
E. mwinkler@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-5016-5483
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INDIA
Indo-Italian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry
www.indiaitaly.com

SOUTH AFRICA
Camera di Commercio Italo-
Sudafricana
www.italcham.co.za

UAE
Italian Industry & Commerce 
Office in the UAE
www.iicuae.com

SINGAPORE
Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Singapore
www.italchamber.org.sg

QATAR
Italian-Qatari Business 
Association
www.itachamqatar.org

Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Asia & South Africa 
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CHINA
Camera di Commercio Italiana 
in Cina
www.cameraitacina.com

JAPAN
Camera di Commercio Italiana 
in Giappone 
www.iccj.or.jp

KOREA
Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Korea
www.itcck.org

HONGKONG & MACAO
Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Hong Kong and Macao
www.icc.org.hk

VIETNAM
Italian Chamber of Commerce 
in Vietnam
www.icham.org

THAILAND
Thai-Italian Chamber of 
Commerce
www.thaitch.org
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